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Contemporary therapies for hard tissue replacement involve allographs, where the 
donor and recipient are of the same species, or the use of xenogenic transplants.  
Intraspecies materials are often in short supply and interspecies materials are subject to 
immunological barriers such as disease and tissue rejection.  Synthetic composites are 
unencumbered by these limitations.  Poly lactic acid (PLLA) and its copolymers have 
been used in medicine due to their ability to be resorbed by the body without adverse 
effects.  PLLA’s are currently most commonly used in resorbable sutures and gauzes, but 
there is increasing interest in using them in conjunction with hydroxyapatite (HA) as 
bioceramics for hard tissue replacement.  Early attempts to create a viable PLLA/HA 
involved dispersing HA particles in a PLLA matrix.   There are well defined phase 
transitions in these types of mixtures.  These transitions readily become material failures 
when placed under stresses or strains.  Fortunately the surface hydroxyls on HA can serve 
as an effective initiator for the ring-opening-polymerization of lactide and other lactones 
of biological interest.  I have shown that bioceramics made in this manner produce 
materials with superior interfacial strength and that mammalian sources of HA can be 
used to prepare biomimetic materials that further enhance the physical properties of the 
resulting composites.  I have examined the kinetics of the ring-opening polymerization 
reaction of L-lactide using bovine derived HA under various conditions and found that 
the sintering temperature and sintering time of the HA plays a major role.  Experiments 
designed to elucidate the influence of these parameters on reaction rate reveal that two 
competing processes determine the polymerization rates.  Firstly, specific surface area 
decreases with sintering time, and since the polymerization is initiated by surface 
nucleophiles, decreased surface areas give slower polymerization rates.  Secondly, 
thermal decomposition of carbonate to oxide or hydroxide generates nucleophiles in the 
HA during sintering, resulting in increased heterogeneous rate constants.  I have also 
performed preliminary tests to examine the basic physical properties that these 
composites possess. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
Since the commencement of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIE) and Operation Enduring 
Freedom (OEF) more than 181,000 soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen have been 
deployed to active combat theaters.  Of these, 34,300 have sustained a battlefield injury.
1
 
The most frequent types of injuries are wounds caused by improvised explosive devices 
(IEDs) to the musculoskeletal system, which account for 70% of the total injuries.  Of 
these musculoskeletal injuries, 55% are extremity wounds to the head, arms, and are 
classified as traumatic.   
Traumatic bone injuries that lead to segmental bone defects are defined as injuries where 
the gap of the fracture is too large for the normal osteoclast and osteoblast mechanism to 
refuse the two segments.  This leaves a permanent gap in the bone that requires some 
secondary process to rectify.
2-4
  Throughout the history of orthopaedic medicine, different 
therapies have been used and modified as the technology has improved.   The first and 
most Draconian treatment for traumatic injuries is amputation of the affected limb.  
Amputations were performed in Egypt and Babylon as early as 2250 B.C. as documented 
in the Code of Hammurabi.
5, 6
    While amputation can be used in the most severe cases, it 
is often avoided unless the patient’s life is in mortal risk or the limb will become 
gangrenous.  There are also psychological traumas that are inherent in amputation which 
are best avoided if possible. 
The most common contemporary treatment for bone trauma involves fixation.  This 
requires the immobilization of the bone so that the fracture can heal.
7
  The simplest 
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fractures involve the use of splints or a cast.
8
  This method is adequate for clean fractures 
of large bones but has little application for other wounds.  For more complex or multiple 
fractures fixation is still a viable option but a more sophisticated setup is required.
9
  
Techniques for multiple fractures usually involve directly affixing titanium screws to the 
bone fragments and then immobilizing the fragments by attaching the screws to a rigid 
external metal cage.
10
  An advantage of the external apparatus is that it can be removed 
without an additional surgery.  Internal bone fixation is also an option for multiple 
fractures and compound fractures. Internal fixation relies on the use of permanent metal 
pins or screws to affix the bone fragments to a metal rod placed in the medullary canal.  
Healed bone that is internally fixed is never as strong as the preinjury bone.
11
  This is 
mainly due to the differences in flexural properties of the supporting rod and bone.   
Additionally, while the fixation pins or screws do not initiate any negative 
immunological responses, they are never integrated into the bone but instead remain as 
discrete bodies in the bone matrix with well-defined phase boundaries. These phase 
boundaries serve as propagation sites for future fractures due mainly to the differing 
elastic modulus of the two materials.
12, 13
   
In an attempt to create a material that better mimics human bone, surgeons turned to 
xenografts, which are sections of bone from a different species than the recipient.  The 
first documented case of a xenogenic bone transplant was in 1668 by the Dutch surgeon 
Job Janszoon.
14
  This transplant was performed on a Russian aristocrat who had sustained 
a severe head wound from a sword.  The injury was treated by using a piece of skull from 
a dog to repair the defect.  The patient recovered completely.  However, the use of canine 
bone was deemed unacceptable by the Catholic Church at the time and the nobleman was 
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excommunicated.  The surgeon was asked to remove the offending bone segment, but it 
was found to have completely incorporated itself in to the skull and could not be 
removed.  Eventually the patient had to flee Russia to avoid persecution from the church.   
In the past two centuries several different sources have been tried with varying level of 
success.  Initial attempts at developing a commercial xenograft material revolved around 
bovine bone.  The first commercially available product was Boplant® from Squibb.  It 
was composed of freeze-dried bovine bone and was available as a powder or compacted 
block.  It was believed that the freeze-drying process would eliminate any antigenicity 
and greatly reduce any immunological response. However this was not the case.  After 
three to four days, once the remaining proteins and fats in the implant were rehydrated, 
undesirable inflammation was often apparent.  In some cases instead of the body 
incorporating the implant, it was directly attacked by macrophages or encased in fibrous 
tissue.
15-18
 These materials have since been abandoned. 
Contemporary, commercially available material for use as xenogenic transplants is 
centered on deprotienized bovine bone (DBB).  As the name states DBB is derived from 
bovine sources and the organic portion is removed to avoid the negative immunological 
effects of previous materials.  Currently there are two different modes of organic material 
removal.  The first involves the use of extremely basic solutions such at boiling caustic 
soda.  These products are available under the trade names Bio-Oss®, Lubboc®, and 
Laddec®.  The second method for deproteination involves sintering the raw bone.  
Different products are available which have been given different sintering treatments.  
The temperatures range from 300 
o
C to 1000 
o
C for most commercially available 
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products such as OsteoGraf®, Endobon®, and Cerabone®.  The two differing production 
methods each have their merits and deficiencies.   An advantage to the alkaline solution 
method is that the mineral portion of the bone is largely unchanged and microscopic and 
macroscopic structures are highly preserved.  The disadvantage is that not all of the 
organic components are removed.
19-21
  When using bovine sources as raw materials for 
products that may be used in implantation environment, it is extremely important to limit 
any exposure the prion protein, PrP
Sc
 which is responsible for Bovine Spongiform 
Encephalitis in cows and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease in humans.  The sintering method 
unequivocally removes all traces of organic material, but at the expense of the chemical 
composition and structure.  At high sintering temperatures carbonate present in the bone 
is decomposed and the specific surface area is decreased.  These two phenomena reduce 
the speed at which osteogenesis may take place on the surface of the implant.
22, 23
  It 
should also be noted that all DBB implants require some manner of fixation to hold the 
implant in place.  Also DBB implants are not suitable for the repair of load bearing bones 
due to their extreme brittleness.
24
  
An alternative to xenogenic implants is an allograph.  In this case the donor and the 
recipient are of the same species.  Initial work on allografts began in the 1960s with mice, 
but has gained wide spread use recently for the repair of excised tumors and treatment of 
severe bone damage.
25-32
  Using human allografts does not come without a unique set of 
considerations.
33
  The most common impediment to a successful allograft is tissue 
rejection.  For this reason fresh cortical allografts are not suited for tissue transplant.  The 
section to be transplanted must be processed before use.  The method recommended by 
the American Association of Tissue Banks is freezing or freeze drying.
34
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Allograft incorporation into the patient is still a complex process.  The initial 
immunological response to an allograft is hemorrhage and inflammation which serves to 
kill any remaining donor cells and prepare the surface of the implant for either resorption 
or incorporation.  If the recipients to donor tissue differences are too great the body will 
treat the allograft as a foreign body and attempt to destroy it or sequester it in fibrous 
tissue.  Either immune response ultimately requires removal of the allograft with 
additional surgery.
35
  After the initial inflammation, successful implants undergo 
osteoconduction which vascularizes the implant so that osteoprogenitor cells can seed the 
allograft.
11, 36
  Osteoconduction does not require living cells, but is a preparatory step 
necessary for proper allograft to bone fusion.
11, 37
  Once osteoprogenitor cell 
concentration reaches a critical mass they begin to differentiate into osteoclasts, which 
dissolve bone, and osteoblasts, which create bone. The next step involves osteoclasts 
removing the surface of the allograft, just as they do for a DBB implant.   After an 
adequate amount of surface bone has been removed, osteoblasts begin to fuse the 
allograft to the patient’s bone.  This process is slow for preserved samples from tissue 
banks.  Recent developments to speed allograft incorporation involve one of two 
pretreatment routes.  The first is to prevascualrize the allograft.  This is accomplished by 
mechanically perforating the graft or removing some of the HA from the graft by 
chemical means.  Another step to help speed up incorporation is to preseed the graft with 
progenitor cells which have been grown from the patient’s own bone marrow derived 
mesenchymal cells.
38-40
  In addition to cell seeding, small amounts of bone 
morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), usually BMP-2, BMP-3, BMP-7, and BMP-9, are added 
to aid in cell differentiation and multiplication.
33, 41-45
  The success rate of allograft 
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transplants with adjuvant cell seeding and BMP doping has risen to 70% to 75%, ten 
years after implantation.
46
 Even with successful allografts, the implant may remain a mix 
of newly deposited bone and necrotic tissue for up to 36 months.
47
 
Currently, the gold standard for bone repair is the autograft.
5
  An autograft is a 
transplanted portion of bone which is taken from another bone in the patient’s body.  The 
three most commonly used sites for donor tissue are the iliac crest for cancellous bone, 
rib, and tibia for cortical bone.  The type of defect and length of defect determine the 
source of the autograft used.  Tibial autografts are preferable for defects greater than 3 cm 
in load bearing bones.  
Cortical bone autografts are neither osteoinductive nor osteogenic in that they do not 
induce cell differentiation into osteoclasts and osteoblasts nor do they contain sizable 
populations of progenitor cells or bone forming cells.  Such autografts are 
osteoconductive due to the presence of a limited vascular network.
30, 48
  For this reason 
initial graft incorporation is slow and comparable to that of an allograft, and sometimes 
lead to substantial bone necrosis within the graft.  An alternative is to use vascularized 
cortical autografts. These are taken from donor sites in the ribs or fibula but closer to the 
sternum or knee than for a nonvascularized cortical autograft.
49, 50
  Grafts with the 
increased vascularization show accelerated rates of initial incorporation and fewer 
necrotic osteons.
51
  By 24 weeks both types of cortical autograft show similar rates of 
incorporation with the only difference being the larger amount of necrotic tissue in the 
nonvascularized autograft.  The necrotic tissue is eventually replaced after 24 to 36 
months depending on blood flow to the site.
52-56
  Several approaches based on cell 
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seeding work with allografts have been devised to increase the rate of healing and to 
decrease the amount of necrotic tissue that seems to be inherent with cortical implants.  
The first cell seeding advance for cortical allografts is to seed the implant with bone 
marrow-derived osteoblastic and osteoclastic progenitor cells.
57-59
  This aids in graft 
fusion while a vascular network is being evolved or extended into the graft from the 
surrounding bone.  The second is a series of intravenous injections over the first 6 weeks 
after implantation.  The injection is a mixture of platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), 
autologous growth factor (AGF), and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-).60-63 
A cancellous autograft is the implant of choice for large segmental defects that are not in 
load bearing bones.  The increased vascular network speeds bone fusion with no 
noticeable tissue necrosis.  Substantial blood vessel ingrowth and graft resorption is seen 
after four weeks, and by three months the autograft is completely replaced or remodeled 
with new bone growth.
51
  This has made cancellous autografts the choice for replacement 
surgeries for the metacarpals in the hand and for anterior lumbar fusions.
64-67
 
Autografts have the great advantage of being free from the issues associated with major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) tissue typing that leads to tissue rejection, but there 
are other issues that are difficult to surmount.  The first is the extremely limited supply of 
autogenous material.  The amount of graft material that can be removed from one section 
of the body and transplanted to another is limited.  The greatest problem that deters 
surgeons from using autografts is donor site morbidity.  Many studies have reported 
higher than normal complication rates when using allografts from the iliac crest.
68, 69
 
Minor complications include mild infections, superficial seromas and minor hematomas.  
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Major issues arising that can be life threatening are herniation of abdominal contents, 
deep infections at the donor site, nerve damage, and deep hematoma formation that can 
lead to stroke.  
The limited supplies of allografts and autografts coupled with the potentially severe side 
effects of the surgeries have led to research into materials that are still osteogenic, have 
acceptable physical properties, and have limited side effects when placed in the human 
body.  For hard tissue replacement a large body of research has been developed around 
using synthetic hydroxyapatite (HA).
70, 71
  Hydroxyapatite is the major component of the 
mineral portion of mammalian bone.  Little success has been seen in using single 
component HA implants for repair of structural defects.  This is mainly due to the 
extreme brittleness of HA.  Another factor stifling the development of hydroxyapatite 
implants is the difficulty in making structurally sound stock from which desired shapes 
can be machined.  Current methodologies require taking synthesized HA powder 
compacts and sintering them at high temperature to increase density.  Results from this 
type of processing yield very dense, very fragile devices, with limited porosity, which 
make them only suitable for non-load bearing applications such as the middle ear.
72-80
  
These shortcomings have led the majority of bioceramic research with HA to be focused 
on applying coatings to existing orthopaedic devices to enhance biocompatibility.
81-87
  
The most common industrial method for creating HA coated metal implants is based on 
plasma spraying.  This gives an HA coating 50 to 100 m thick with and adhesive 
strength of 5 to 65 MPa.
88
  HA coated implants show normal bone attachment to the thin 
coating layer, usually 0.05 to 0.2 mm thick.  This ultrathin bonding layer causes an 
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extreme modulus gradient which can promote fracture, poor incorporation of the implant, 
or total implant failure under repeated loading.
89
 
Another route to useful resorbable implants for hard tissue repair is the use of 
bioresorbable polymers.  Currently, resorbable polymers are most common in sutures, 
rotator cuff repair, or fixation plates and screws for maxillofacial fractures such as 
Lactosorb® and RapidFlap®.
90-96
  Both of these products are made from injection 
molded polylactic acid (PLA) or a copolymer of PLA and polyglycolic acid (PGA).  
These products have excellent flexibility, elasticity, and tensile properties that make them 
good choices for reconstruction of non-loadbearing, but because they are elastomers they 
are not suitable for loadbearing bone replacement.  Rapidflap® and LactoSorb® show 
low immunological response rates and are completely absorbed by the body in 18 to 24 
months, depending on exact polymer composition and molecular weight.
97-102
  Other 
common resorbable polymers used in similar applications are polydioxanone (PDX or 
PDO) and polycaprolactone (PCL)(Figure 1.1).   
A variety of recent research efforts are focused on combining the best characteristics of 
both hydroxyapatite and bioresorbable polymers to create a material that can be used for 
hard tissue replacement in both loadbearing and non-loadbearing applications.  The 
premise revolves around using HA as a filler in a polymer matrix in much the same way 
that CaCO3 is used as a filler for various polyvinylchloride (PVC) applications.  In these 
formulations the inert inorganic powder is dispersed in the polymer.  This has the effect 
of increasing the modulus and tensile strength, while at the same time decreasing 
  
10 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 1.1. Structures of common bioresorbable polymers and their respective 
monomers 
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flexibility, elasticity, and toughness.  If the filler loading is too high, then tensile strength 
and elongation will drop off at an exponential rate.  This also causes a decrease in the 
yield stress making the composite more prone to permanent deformations from lower 
force impacts.   Since the filler particles are neither mechanically nor chemically bonded 
to the polymer, each particle serves as a point of failure and failure propagation.  The 
result is a composite with lowered tensile strength.  In order to make a composite of HA 
and a polymer that contains the same amount of HA as raw bone, the mix needs to be 
50% HA and 50% polymer.  At this loading the properties of a composite made from 
powdered HA dispersed in a polymer matrix are only suitable for non-loadbearing 
applications.
103-108
  The most common use of an HA/polymer composite is mixture of 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and HA (Cementek®, BiocementD®, and Biopex®), 
which is used as a bone cement or filler material.  These materials are quite brittle and are 
prone to fatigue failure.  Additionally PMMA is not bioresorbable and remains in the 
body for up to 30 years.   
Currently there are no commercially available biocomposites made from HA and a 
bioresorbable polymer but there have been several studies in animal models reported in 
the literature.
109-116
  To date the studies revolve around taking a relatively high molecular 
weight PLLA that has been mechanically mixed with various samples of HA.  One study 
in which rods of PLLA/HA composites were constructed and implanted into the 
medullary canal of rabbit tibias, has reported that, over a period of 7 years, there is bony 
ingrowth into the implants and that the polymer is gradually absorbed into the body with 
no late aseptic reactions.
110
  It should also be noted that there was no fibrous 
encapsulation of the implant either.  Studies that have been conducted on non-HA filled 
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PLLA implants report little to no bone ingrowth, fibrous encapsulation of the implant, 
and substantial localized acidosis from polymer degradation which results in tissue 
necrosis in some instances.
117-119
  Additionally the implant remains for several years and 
actually inhibits segmental bone defect closure, thus making 100% polymer implants for 
bone reconstruction impractical.
120
    
Improvements have been made in grafting different polymers onto the surface of HA by 
first treating the HA with a mild solution of lactic acid or other amino acid.
121-124
  The 
respective acids are bonded to the surface of the HA through an acid-base reaction 
between the carboxylic acid terminus of the acid and the surface hydroxide of the HA.  
This creates and electrostatic bond between a surface calcium and carboxylate.  These 
surface modifications have been helpful in controlling the particle size of nanoscale HA 
by inhibiting Ostwald ripening.  The distal hydroxyl or amine has also been used to graft 
longer carboxylic acid terminated polymers and oligomers onto through condensation 
reactions.  These grafting techniques are currently used to primarily control HA crystal 
size and overall crystallinity in colloidal suspensions and not for bioceramic but do show 
that surface modification of HA is possible and controllable. 
An advance on the theme of polymer grafting to an HA surface is to use the nucleophilic 
hydroxyls on the surface of HA to initiate the ring opening polymerization of 
bioresorbable polymers.
125, 126
  Traditionally the ring opening polymerization of 
bioresorbable lactones has been carried out with a tin(II) octoate (Sn(oct)2) catalyst and 
an alcohol initiator.  Polymerizations of this type proceed via a coordination insertion 
mechanism and the final polymer has an alcohol and ester end group.
127-132
  The ester end 
13 
 
group disables any ability for these polymers to form electrostatic bonds with the surface 
of the HA.  When HA is used as the initiator the mechanism is still a living ring opening 
polymerization but is anionic instead of coordination insertion.  A number of metal 
oxides, zeolites, and other nucleophiles have been shown to initiate ring opening 
polymerizations in much same manner as HA.
125, 133-147
 
Previous polymerization work with HA has been focused on synthetic HA produced from 
simple precipitation reactions.  There are numerous derivations on the precipitation 
method that allow for the creation of HA with various crystal sizes and differing degrees 
of crystallinity.
148-154
  These synthetic hydroxyapatites have P63/m space group, and as 
such form tabular to prismatic crystals.
155-157
  This differs from the HA found in 
mammalian bone in two ways.  The first is the chemical composition of biologic HA.  
Biologic HA has approximately 5 to 8% carbonate substitution for hydroxide or 
phosphate, as well as common cationic substitutions of magnesium and sodium for 
calcium.
158-160
  Osteoconductivity may also be enhanced by carbonate substitution, but to 
date there is no definitive research to either support or refute this conclusion.  The second 
is in crystal morphology.   Although synthetic HA crystals tend to be tabular to prismatic 
and very crystalline, biologic HA is poorly crystalline and the crystal morphology is more 
needle-like than prismatic.  This has consequences for the ability of HA to be able to act 
as a reinforcing material in an organic or polymer matrix.  Needle like crystals can 
enhance the physical properties when used in conjunction with a polymer.  This 
phenomenon is exemplified with fiberglass reinforced polyesters, which have been used 
in boat hulls, and other structural elements that require high flexibility and strength.
161-169
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Additionally, the lower level of crystallinity in biologic hydroxyapatite reduces 
brittleness.  This helps reduce cracking and failure due to applied stresses and strains.   
It can be argued that bioceramic composites are best prepared from biologically sourced 
HA.  Since the mineral component already has the desired crystal morphology, the 
amount of remodeling that osteoclasts and osteoblasts need to do is greatly decreased.  
Additionally, the likelihood of enhanced osteoconductivity increases since the chemical 
makeup of the HA is essentially identical to what is normally found in bone. 
Raw mammalian cortical bone is composed of roughly 30% by weight organic material, 
mainly Type 1 collagen and 70% carbonated hydroxyapatite.
170
  It is necessary to remove 
the organic component without damaging the mineral portion in order to obtain biologic 
HA that is suitable for bioceramic manufacture.  A variety of procedures are reported in 
the literature, but most are variations on one of two themes. The first involves using 
highly caustic solutions to dissolve and hydrolyze organic components in the bone.
70, 71, 
171-173
  The second method involves simply heating the organic components at elevated 
temperatures in either air or an oxygen enriched atmosphere.
70, 171, 172, 174-176
  Each method 
alone has advantages and disadvantages.  The caustic solution methods are gentle toward 
the mineral component of the bone but do not completely remove all organic matter from 
the bone.  Depending on the source of the bone this can be of grave concern.  For bovine 
sources it is critical to remove all organic matter so that there is no chance of Creutzfeldt-
Jakob disease transmission.  Heating samples at elevated temperatures does remove all 
organic material but is much harsher on the sample.  It is not uncommon for samples to 
crack after heating.  If the heating temperature is excessive there is also a marked 
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reduction in surface area, sample dimensional shrinkage, and the carbonate can 
decompose to carbon dioxide and oxide changing the chemical makeup of the sample.
177-
181
  
This thesis describes my efforts to combine a biologically derived HA with resorbable 
polymers to create a new material that could be used for hard tissue replacement.  While 
there is precedence for using HA and bovine allografts for hard tissue construction there 
are currently no commercial products that use bovine derived HA in conjunction with a 
bioresorbable polymer for the same purpose.  Bioresorbable polymers have been used for 
several years as sutures, gauzes, and maxillofacial fixation devices.   
The first step in making such a composite would be to derive a reproducible and reliable 
method for removing all organic matter from the raw bone stock.  The ideal method will 
be gentle enough as to not destroy the macroscopic and microscopic structure of the bone 
but still remove all organic compounds to eliminate any chances for disease transmission 
of immunological response.  This initial processing involves first the use of an ethylene 
diamine and water mixture to remove the bulk of the proteins and fats.  A heating step is 
required for complete removal of all biologic compounds, but with the bulk of the 
organic material removed in the previous step, it is possible to use a much shorter time 
and lower temperature.  In part, this thesis describes my experiments to optimize the 
exact temperature and time for the sintering step.   
There are a number of properties of HA that are affected by temperature.  At 
temperatures above 600 
o
C carbonate can decompose slowly to oxide and hydroxide.  
This chemical change has ramifications toward the polymerization reactions.  Carbonate 
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is not nucleophilic, but oxide and hydroxide are both capable of initiating the reaction 
and as such any increase or decrease in their surface concentrations will affect the rate of 
reaction and the number of propagation sites for polymer chains.
138, 140, 182, 183
  The 
number of moles of monomer is a fixed quantity because it is determined by the amount 
that can occupy the void volume in the bone section.  Changing the number of initiation 
sites for the reaction should in theory change the number average molecular weight (Mn) 
of the polymer by altering the number of polymer chains.  There are few sources in the 
literature describing the effects of polymer molecular weight on their resorption 
properties, but the optimum biologic response is not easily parameterized and is highly 
dependent on the nature of the specific application. Generally speaking, it is desirable to 
have a polymer of sufficient molecular weight to impart adequate physical strength to the 
implant, but still resorb at a rate equivalent to the rate of bony ingrowth and implant 
incorporation into the surrounding tissue. 
For hydroxyapatite, the rate of crystal morphology change increases sharply between 650 
o
C and 675 
o
C.
177, 180, 184
  Over this temperature range the rate of surface area change, 
increases by at least an order of magnitude.  This is due to increasing the size of 
individual crystals at the expense of smaller particles.  There is also a corresponding 
density increase in the sample as the particles become more crystalline.
185
  A 
macroscopic manifestation of this is a decrease in the physical dimensions of sections cut 
from raw bone stock.  For powders, shrinkage is not a major concern, but when making a 
composite device for implantation from sectioned bone it is important to know what the 
final dimensions will be so that proper sizing can be achieved.  The closer the implant is 
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in size to the defect being repaired, will decrease the amount of remodeling that the body 
will need to do to the implant and thus decrease healing time.  
Once a composite is made from any bioresorbable polymer and HA it is necessary to 
understand how it will perform for various applications.  The idealized composite 
material will have a modulus, maximum stress at failure, and viscoelastic properties 
identical to natural wet bone.  If the composite is used for maxillofacial reconstruction it 
will not be subjected to high stresses and strains.  However, most segmental bone defects 
incurred from warfare are in the limbs.  Implants in the legs experience mostly 
compressive and torsional stresses while implants in the arms experience predominantly 
bending and torsional stresses.  Both compression and torsional properties of the 
composites I have created are quantified and compared to natural wet bovine bone.   
In summary, the research presented in this dissertation sets forth a systematic method for 
the creation of a bioresorbable polymer-ceramic composite material suitable for use in 
implants for hard tissue replacement.  This material can either be fashioned from a 
powdered bovine derived hydroxyapatite which is more suitable for injection molding of 
devices such as bone fixation screws or larger pieces of bovine derived bone can be used 
as the basis of creating implants for segmental bone defects that still contain the 
morphologic HA structure in mammalian bone.  This allows for greater osteoconduction 
and osteoinduction.  
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Chapter Two 
Kinetic Analysis of Common Biocompatible Monomers and Polymers with Ring 
Opening Polymerization Initiated by Bovine Hydroxyapatite Sintered at Various 
Temperatures for Sixteen Hours 
Introduction and Background 
A logical first step in creating polymer-hydroxyapatite composite materials is to 
understand how various reaction parameters control reaction rates and properties of the 
products.  It has been shown that hydroxyapatite will initiate the ring-opening 
polymerization of several lactones.
1-3
  The kinetics of homogeneously initiated ring-
opening polymerizations have been studied and have been shown to obey the following 
rate law, 
      [ ] [ ]       (2.1) 
where k is the kinetic rate constant, [I] is the concentration of polymerization initiator and 
[M] is the concentration of lactone monomer.  Both x and y are one.
4-6
  Common initiators 
have been anionic such as hydroxide, oxide, alkoxide, and amide.
7-10
  Neutral initiators 
have also been reported such as alcohols and amines.
11-13
  
Ring-opening polymerizations are living reactions where each mole of initiator consumed 
creates an equivalent number of moles of living polymer chains. (Figure 2.1)  
Consequently, the number of polymerization sites remains constant throughout the 
reaction.  As such, the [I]
x
 term in the general rate equation is a constant and the rate 
equation can be simplified to the following. 
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         [ ]
       (2.2) 
where kapp is equal to k[I]
x
.  This equation is rewritten as a differential rate law in terms of 
disappearance of monomer as shown by Ouhadi et al., Penczek and Duda, and Endo and 
Sanda is 
 
   
  
             (2.3) 
and its integrated form  
   
  
  
              (2.4) 
where M0 is the mole fraction of monomer at time zero and Mt is the mole fraction of 
monomer at time, t.
4, 5, 14
 This final rate equation shows a pseudo first order relationship 
to the monomer concentration and that when    
  
  
 is plotted against reaction time the 
slope of the resulting line is the pseudo first order rate constant for the reaction.  By 
definition, the mole fraction, M0, is 1.  Equation 2.4 can be used to compare the reaction 
kinetics for different reaction conditions and for different monomers.   
In 2001, Helwig et al. show that the polymerization of lactones could be initiated by 
Sn(oct)2 in the presence of hydroxyapatite to produce a PLLA-HA composite.  Tin 
compounds are not without their drawbacks.  Since the early 1980s, several studies have 
reported that tin compounds adversely affect the gastrointestinal system as well as 
causing neurological damage in rats.
15-27
  Whenever possible, the use of toxic 
organometallic compounds should be avoided when attempting to make a material for 
direct human implantation.  More recently, it has been shown that hydroxyapatite will 
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initiate the ring-opening polymerization of several lactones in the absence of any other 
initiator.
1-3, 28
     
Polymerization reactions initiated by hydroxyapatite are different from homogeneous 
polymerizations in that the initiator is associated with the heterogeneous component.  For 
this reason, treating the initiator in terms of concentration is not entirely correct.  A better 
representation would be to speak of the number of initiation site presented to the bulk 
monomer.  A rate equation analogous to equation 2.1 can be proposed as 
        [ ]
       (2.5) 
where Ni is the number of initiation sites.  Based on the mechanism proposed in Figure 
2.1 (bottom), the number of initiation sites must remain constant throughout the course of 
the reaction.  Thus, kNi, is a constant and equation 2.5 can be rewritten to reflect that 
giving 
         [ ]
       (2.6) 
where k and Ni are combined into kapp.  Mathematically, this is equivalent to equation 2.2, 
so an integrated rate law equivalent to equation 2.4 can also be written.  Consequently, 
heterogeneously initiated polymerization reactions can also be modeled by the same 
pseudo-first order rate equation  
In this thesis, the hydroxyapatite initiated polymerizations were performed using 
powdered hydroxyapatite derived from biologic sources, more specifically bovine 
femurs.  In part, this was done because bovine femurs provide an inexpensive and readily 
available source of material.  More importantly, bovine bone was used because of our 
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ultimate goal to prepare devices, possibly from cadaver bone, for repairing segmental 
bone defects.  A review of the relevant literature reveals that there are several methods 
for the production of hydroxyapatite from biologic sources in the literature.  There are 
two common methods used to remove the organic material from the mineral portion.  The 
first is pyrolysis in either air or an oxygen rich environment. The second employs 
extremely caustic solvents or solutions to digest the organics.  Whichever method is used 
to remove the proteins and fats from the raw bone, I have found that a subsequent 
sintering step is needed to remove surface bound water and vestiges of the original 
organic material.  None of the preparation methods in the literature are designed for 
isolating biologically derived HA for later use as an initiator for ring-opening 
polymerization of lactones. Consequently, it was necessary to explore all variables in the 
HA production process and examine how each affects the reaction and the final 
properties of the composite created.   
Experimental 
Chemicals: Deuterated chloroform (CDCl3, 99.8% D from Sigma-Aldrich), deuterated 
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (C2D2Cl4, 99.5% D from Sigma-Aldrich), deuterated 
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, 99.96% from Sigma-Aldrich), 1,4-dioxan-2-one (Dioxanone, 
DX, from Ethicon), -caprolactone (CL, 99% from Fluka), glycolide (GL, 99.9% from 
Polysciences Inc.), L-lactic acid (90% from Acros Organics), D-lactic acid (85% from 
MP Biomedicals), ethylene diamine (99% from Sigma Aldrich), DL-lactic acid (85% 
from Acros Organics), tin(II) 2–ethyl hexanoate (Sn(II)oct2, 95% from Sigma-Aldrich), 
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (98% from Alfa Aesar), calcium hydroxide (98% from 
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Acros Organics), calcium oxide (99.95% from Alfa Aesar), were used as purchased from 
the respective supplier.  L-lactide (from Purac) was sublimed at 90 
o
C and then 
transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box for further use.  Glycolide (≥99% from 
Sigma Aldrich) was sublimed at 80 
o
C and then transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove 
box for further use.  Calcium L-lactate pentahydrate (98% from Fisher) was dehydrated at 
120 
o
C under vacuum and then transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box for further 
use.  Biologic hydroxyapatite was sourced from bovine femur (donated by Premium 
Protein Products, Lincoln, Nebraska). 
Preparation of Anorganic Bone from Bovine Femurs.  The first step in preparing 
biologically derived hydroxyapatite, or anorganic bone, was to remove all, or as much as 
possible, of the organic material from the bone.  Sections of bovine femur were cut into 
pieces that are roughly 15 mm x 15 mm x 10 mm, so that they could fit into a large 
Soxhlet extractor.  The majority of the marrow was manually removed and discarded.  
Enough bone was added to fill approximately 50% of the volume of the extractor.  The 
extraction solvent was 80% ethylene diamine and 20% water.
29-31
  Once the extraction 
apparatus began cycling, it was wrapped with aluminum foil to reduce heat loss and 
decrease cycling time.  The extraction process was then continued for approximately 
2000 cycles over 6 days.  The boiling point of the extraction solvent was monitored and 
determined to be 119 °C.  After the 6 days, the extraction solvent was replaced with 
deionized water.  Extractions were run for another 24 hours before the water was 
exchanged for with fresh water.  This process was repeated two additional times to 
remove the excess ethylene diamine.  After all extractions were completed the bone 
pieces were removed from the Soxhlet extractor and allowed to air dry for 24 hours 
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before further processing.  Once the bone had dried completely, it was ground in a Mister 
Coffee® coffee grinder to a particle size of less than 10 m.  The bone powder was then 
stored for further use.   
The sintering temperature and the sintering time proved to be the two most important 
parameters that controlled the reactivity of the powdered anorganic bovine bone. 
Sintering temperatures from 300 
o
C to 1300 
o
C have been reported in the literature.
29, 31-35
  
In efforts to obtain a general understanding of the effect that sintering temperature plays 
in determining the efficacy of the HA in initiating subsequent polymerizations, samples 
of the powdered, extracted bovine bone were heated for 16 hours in increments of 100 
o
C 
over a range from 400 
o
C to 800 
o
C.  Sintering was accomplished by preheating the 
muffle furnace to the desired temperature and placing cleaned alumina crucibles in the 
oven to allow them to thermally equilibrate.  Crucibles were cleaned by soaking them in 
aqua regia for 4 hours followed by heating in a muffle furnace at 1000 
o
C for 6 hours.  
Each time the sintering process was performed, approximately 8 grams of powdered bone 
were quickly placed in the preheated crucible and then quickly transferred into the 
preheated muffle furnace. This was done to minimize the amount of time needed to raise 
the temperature of the sample to the sintering temperature.  In this particular set of 
studies, the samples were then allowed to heat in air for 16 hours at the desired 
temperature.  After the desired sintering time had elapsed the powdered sample was 
placed into a vacuum desiccator and cooled under vacuum.  As soon as the sample was 
cool enough to handle safely, it was transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box and 
stored for later use. 
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Summary of Apparatus and Procedures for Kinetic Analyses:  The reaction vessel for the 
kinetics experiments was based on a 50 ml round bottom flask with a 24/40 ground glass 
joint. The side of the flask was modified by adding an extended arm with a 14/20 ground 
glass joint at an angle of roughly 30
o
.  The arm was extended so that the top of the 14/20 
joint reached a level about 5 mm above the top of the 24/40 joint.  This design allowed 
for the entire reaction vessel to be submerged into a constant temperature oil bath while 
ensuring that the 14/20 joint could still be used to take samples.   
Kinetics reactions were setup by placing a portion of the sintered bone powder and 
powdered L-lactide in a 1 to 4 mass ratio into the reaction flask.  The HA / L-lactide 
mixture was magnetically stirred at a rate sufficient to ensure that the rate was not limited 
by mass transfer.  The 24/40 joint was fitted with a gas adapter and a hollow glass stopper 
was placed into the 14/20 joint.  Each joint was greased with Krytox® grease, which is a 
fluoropolymer, not a standard silicone grease.  My experience has shown that silicone 
grease will interfere with the reaction kinetics and must be avoided.  The gas adapter was 
connected to a Schlenk line.  The reaction flask was then evacuated and backfilled with 
N2(g). This evacuation and backfilling was repeated three times.  The flask was then kept 
under a constant positive pressure of flowing N2(g). The reaction vessel was the wrapped 
in aluminum foil and submerged into a 125 °C constant temperature oil bath to begin the 
polymerization. (Figure 2.2)  Upon being submerged in the oil bath, the L-lactide in the 
flask began to melt.  Approximately 2 min was generally required for the entire quantity 
of L-lactide to liquefy.  The first sample aliquot was taken at this point in time, which 
was defined as time zero.  L-lactide is very sensitive to the presence of water and oxygen.  
Therefore, all samples were taken with the utmost care in assuring that neither entered the   
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reaction vessel, a circumstance that surely would have produced erroneous kinetic data.  
Samples were taken at regular time intervals to monitor the progression of the reaction.  
The N2(g) flow rate was increased to 100 ml/min, and the tip of a 9-inch disposable pipet 
was quickly dipped into the reaction mixture to obtain a sample aliquot.  A small aliquot 
of sample was drawn into the pipet by capillary action.  The pipet was then expeditiously 
removed and cooled quickly to solidify the aliquot and thermally quench the reaction.  
The tip of the pipet was then snapped off, crushed, and stored in a small glass vial until 
needed.  The reaction was monitored for several hours or until the viscosity became so 
great that mass transport effects began to interfere with uniform mixing by the magnetic 
stir bar.   
Once a suitable number of samples were taken from the reaction, each aliquot was 
dissolved in CDCl3.  The samples where then centrifuged and 1.0 ml of the solution was 
placed into an NMR tube for later analysis by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy.  A 
1
H NMR 
spectrum for each sample was obtained using a Bruker Avance DRX 500 MHz NMR 
with 5 mm Triple- resonance 
1
H/
13
C/
15
N cryoprobe and a BACS 120 sample changer.  
For each separate kinetics trial all the samples were loaded in to the sample changer and 
run sequentially.  Each spectrum was obtained by acquiring 512 scans to ensure excellent 
signal to noise ratio.  Spectral processing was done using Bruker Topspin 3.0.b.8.   
It was first necessary to characterize all relevant monomer and polymer peaks to obtain 
good quality and accurate signals and integrals from the spectra.  A reference L-lactide 
monomer spectra was obtained from the sublimed reagent. (Figure 2.3)   It was 
determined that the methyl protons exhibited the characteristic doublet with chemical  
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shift at 1.624 ppm, while the methine quartet is downfield with chemical shift at 5.045 
ppm.  These chemical shifts are consistent with literature values.
36-39
  The CDCl3 solvent 
singlet was used as an internal standard. It was set to a chemical shift of 7.270 ppm.   
A pure polymer reference was obtained by allowing 0.250 g of Ca(OH)2(s) to react to 
completion with 2.0 g of L-lactide at 125 °C.  The resulting polymer was dissolved in dry 
chloroform and residual solids were filtered off.  The supernatant was then cooled in an 
ice bath and cold methanol was added.  This solution as then cooled with dry ice to 
recrystallize the polymer as a fluffy white powder.
40
  The powder was then collected by 
vacuum filtration and washed liberally with cold methanol.  The purified polymer was 
dried under vacuum at room temperature for 24 hrs to remove any residual chloroform 
and methanol. A reference polymer spectrum was obtained in CDCl3 with the solvent 
singlet reference at 7.270 ppm.  A methine quartet can be attributed to a hydroxyl end 
group at 4.36 ppm.
36
   The methine quartet attributed to a carboxylate end group overlaps 
with the internal methines of the polymer to give a broad set of overlapping quartets from 
5.28 ppm to 5.10 ppm.
36, 37
 (Figure 2.4)  An additional polymerization was carried out to 
verify the results of the polymerization with Ca(OH)2(s).  For this reaction 0.150 g dry 
calcium lactate was used to initiate the polymerization of 2.0 g of L-lactide.  The reaction 
was run at 125 °C and allowed to proceed to completion.  The resulting polymer was 
recrystallized from chloroform and methanol using the method outlined previously.  A 
third polymer sample was synthesized directly from L-lactic acid by refluxing a stirred 
solution of 50 ml of 85% L-lactic acid and 15% water under hard vacuum in a 250 ml   
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round bottom flask while stirring.
41-43
  This method causes a simple condensation 
reaction where the alcohol and carboxylic acid condense to the ester.  This crude polymer 
was also recrystallized from chloroform and methanol. (Figure 2.5)  
1
H NMR spectra 
were taken for all polymer and reference samples in CDCl3 with the solvent singlet 
referenced to 7.270 ppm.  These three spectra were then compared to a commercial 
sample of poly L-lactic acid.  All spectra showed the same characteristic multiplets with 
chemical shifts that could not be distinguished from one another. 
It was possible to determine the mole fraction of monomer in each of the reaction 
aliquots once the polymer and monomer peaks for L-lactide and poly-L-lactide (PLLA) 
were identified.  The general formula for attaining the mole fraction of using 
1
H NMR as 
tool to determine the amounts of monomer and polymer present equation is 
    
  
      
         (2.7) 
where IM is the integrated area of the monomer methine protons and IP is the integrated 
area of the polymer methine protons.
4, 5, 14
 
The integrated area for the polymer consists of the internal polymer chain methine 
protons (II) as well as the hydroxyl end group at 4.36 ppm (IA) (vide supra) and the 
carboxylate end group at (IC) .   
                    (2.8) 
Since the carboxylate end group methine quartet is convolved with the methine quartet 
from the internal polymer chain protons and the monomer 
13
C satellites, it is impractical 
to get each value separately.  Instead the entire region from 5.10 ppm to 5.28 ppm is 
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integrated and taken as one value for the purposes of calculating II + IC. This region is 
define by the equation 
      (         )             (2.9) 
where        is the  apparent polymer integrated area and     is the integrated area for the 
monomer 
13
C satellites.   Early in the reaction the satellites can be anywhere from 50% to 
200% of the value of the polymer integral.  Not compensating for this would give 
erroneously low values of Mt early in the reaction.  Since the isotopic abundance of 
13
C is 
1.1%, the integral value of the satellite can be obtained by multiplying the monomer 
quartet integral by 0.0055.   
                      (2.10) 
Substituting equation 2.10 into equation 2.9 gives 
                                  (2.11) 
Rearranging equation 2.11 yields 
                                  (2.12) 
Substituting 2.12 into 2.8 gives 
                           (2.13) 
Integral values for each individual aliquot from the kinetic experiment were then 
acquired.  Spectrum processing consisted of a standard Fourier transform of the free 
induction decay, automated phase correction, and referencing of the CDCl3 singlet to 
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7.270 ppm.  In a small number of samples, it was necessary to manually phase the spectra 
to obtain optimum quality.  Baseline correction was performed using a fifth order 
polynomial and correcting each region to be integrated separately. In a composite 
presentation of all spectra for the samples of a single kinetics experiment, the polymer 
peaks can be seen to grow in intensity while the monomer is decreasing. (Figure 2.6) 
In addition to the polymer and monomer species identified above, 
1
H NMR spectra of the 
reaction mixtures showed the presence of a new species manifested by a new quartet and 
doublet at 5.081 ppm and 1.722 ppm respectively were quite noticeable.  A two-
dimensional COSY experiment showed that the unique protons were indeed coupled to 
each other and integration revealed that they were present in a 3 to 1 ratio of doublet to 
quartet.  Peaks with this same integrated intensity and similar chemical shifts have 
previously been attributed to meso-lactide.
44-47
  The presence of meso-lactide in the 
reaction mixture was verified as described below. Approximately 1.0 g of the reaction 
product (containing roughly 50% polymer and 50% mixed monomers) from the kinetics 
experiment was placed into a 13mm inner-diameter Pyrex® U-tube. (Figure 2.7)  The 
tube was then sealed under vacuum and heated in a controlled manner to separate meso-
lactide from L-lactide using the difference in their vapor pressures.  The Clausis-
Clapeyorn equation is given by equation 2.15. 
         
  
 
 
 
          (2.14) 
In equation 2.14, P is vapor pressure, H is the enthalpy of sublimation, R is the ideal gas 
constant, T is temperature in Kelvin, and C is a constant. Given the reported vapor   
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pressures for meso-lactide and L-lactide, one can approximate their vapor pressures as a 
function of temperature to construct plots such as the one shown in Figure 2.8.
41, 48
  Note 
that at low temperatures the vapor pressure of meso-lactide is much greater than that of 
L-lactide. (Figure 2.8)  These calculations suggested that it should be possible to isolate 
meso-lactide and L-lactide, or a mixture of the two, from the reaction material.  This 
isolation was ultimately achieved using a glass U-tube. The mixture of reaction products 
was placed in one end of the U-tube and this end was maintained at -5 °C in a constant 
temperature bath. The other end was placed in liquid nitrogen.  After 24hrs a white haze 
of sublimed materials was observed on the inside of the section of tube submerged in 
liquid nitrogen.  The tube was opened and the sublimate was removed with a cotton swab 
and dissolved in CDCl3.  A 
1
H NMR spectrum revealed the sample to be a mixture of L-
lactide and meso-lactide that was enriched in the meso isomer. (Figure 2.9) 
It was necessary to synthesize a pure sample of pure meso-lactide to verify that the 
isolated material was indeed a mixture of lactides and that the unknown quartet can be 
attributed to meso-lactide.  Comparison to a species purchased from a vendor is not 
presently possible because meso-lactide is no longer commercially available. 
Synthesis of meso-lactide was executed by adapting procedures already found in the 
literature.
40, 44, 45,
 
48
 A total of 50 ml of L-lactic acid and 50ml of D-lactic acid was added 
to a 250 ml round bottom flask.  The flask was fitted with a gas adapter and placed under 
hard vacuum to remove any water produced and speed the reaction.  The mixture was 
refluxed for 24 hrs to initiate the polycondensation reaction.  At the end of this time 5 g 
of the raw prepolymer was placed in the bottom of a small sublimator and 0.100 g of   
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Sn(II)oct2(l) was added.  The cold finger was attached to a chiller unit for which the bath 
temperature was set to -5 
o
C.  The reaction setup was submerged to the middle of the cold 
finger in a 200 
o
C oil bath and placed under vacuum.  The addition of the tin catalyst, 
high temperature, and vacuum cause a depolymerization reaction to occur where 
polylactones are cracked back to their respective lactone monomers.
46
  The monomer was 
then captured on the cold finger.  The reaction was allowed to run for 24 hrs, at which 
time a layer of fine white crystals where seen on the cold finger.  
1
H NMR spectroscopy 
showed that the crystals were a roughly 60% meso-lactide and 40% a mixture of the two 
enantiomers, L-lactide and D-lactide.  (Figure 2.10)  Further purification was not pursued 
due to the elaborate condenser setup required.  Because the unknown quartet in the 
reaction of L-lactide with hydroxyapatite was identified as meso-lactide, a diastereomer 
of the monomer L-lactide, in all kinetics reactions the mole fraction of monomer is 
treated as the sum of the mole fractions of meso and L-lactides. Both are eventually 
consumed and converted to polymer at rates that appear to be indistinguishable for the 
kinetics reactions I completed.  The individual monomer components can now be 
represented in the equation     
                      (2.15) 
where      is the integrated area of L-lactide monomer,        is the integrated area for 
meso-lactide, and where             .  This approximation is particularly useful 
because there is some overlap of the meso-lactide and L-lactide peaks over chemical 
shifts ranging from 5.120 ppm to 5.011 ppm.  It is noteworthy that if the kinetics of 
meso-lactide incorporation during chain propagation steps were significantly different 
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than that for L-lactide, significant deviations from linearity would be observed in plots of 
   
  
  
 versus t.  Integral values were then entered into an Excel® spreadsheet for further 
analysis. (Table 2.1)  When    
  
  
 is plotted versus time for the desired kinetics 
experiments with L-lactide a line is obtained with slope of kapp. (Figure 2.11)   
I also examined the influence of HA sintering temperature on the polymerization of -
caprolactone, another biocompatible lactone that is known to undergo ring opening 
polymerization.
1, 3
  It was necessary to assign all peaks in the 
1
H NMR spectra for -
caprolactone and its respective polymer before being able to calculate Mt.  -
Caprolactone monomer poly--caprolactone have been well characterized in the literature 
but it was still necessary to locate at least one end group in the polymer to make 
assignments that could be used to interpret the kinetic results.  First, a 
1
H NMR spectrum 
of -caprolactone was obtained in CDCl3, and the chemical shifts were verified to be 
consistent with literature values.
49-51
 (Figure 2.12)    A “standard sample” of poly--
caprolactone was prepared by polymerizing caprolactone with Ca(OH)2(s).  A 0.250 g 
sample of dry Ca(OH)2(s)  was mixed with 4.0 g of -caprolactone in a 50ml round bottom 
flask with a 24/40 ground glass joint.  The flask was fitted with a gas adapter and then the 
reaction was heated to 125 °C and kept under a positive pressure of flowing N2(g).   The 
reaction was allowed to run several days to reach completion.  At the end of this time a 
small amount of the reaction product was dissolved in CDCl3 and filtered through a 0.45 
m syringe filter to remove the solids. A 1H NMR spectrum was run and the chemical 
shifts of the protons were assigned based on reported literature values.
52
 (Figure 2.13) 
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A second procedure was also used to prepare a “standard sample” of poly-
caprolactone.  The most common method for polymerizing lactone monomers is to 
employ Sn(Oct)2(l) as a catalyst in concert with a weakly nucleophilic initiator.  I selected 
water as the weak nucleophile.   More specifically, 10ml of -caprolactone and 0.01ml of 
water were added to a 25 ml round bottom flask.  One drop of Sn(Oct)2(l) was added to 
catalyze the reaction before lowering the reaction vessel into a 125 °C oil bath.  The 
resulting polymerization reached completion in approximately 4 hours. (Figure 2.14)  
Finally, a sample of poly-caprolactone was also purchased and its 1H NMR spectrum 
was used in concert with the polymer samples described above to identify the polymeric 
components of the reaction between poly-caprolactone and hydroxyapatite. (Figure 
2.15) 
The process of using 
1
H NMR spectroscopy to assess rates of polymerization is much 
more straightforward for -caprolactone than it is for L-lactide. The monomer does not 
isomerize.  Consequently, the kinetics can be parameterized by identifying and 
integrating single discrete monomer and polymer groups in the 
1
H NMR.  In addition, the 
molecular weight of the polymer can be quantified if a polymer end group can be 
identified and successfully integrated.  For the purposes of the kinetics described in this 
thesis, the monomer proton at 2.646 ppm, the polymer peak at 2.313 ppm, and the 
hydroxyl end group at 3.655 ppm were selected.   Thus mole fraction of -caprolactone, 
Mt, is defined in the following equation. 
    
  
              
       (2.16) 
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Polymerizations of -caprolactone were executed using the same powdered, extracted, 
bovine bone that was used for the polymerization of L-lactide (vide supra).  HA sintering 
temperatures ranged from 400 
o
C to 800 
o
C in 100 
o
C increments.  Additionally, the 
apparatus and polymerization methodology for polymerizing -caprolactone was the 
same as that outlined earlier for L-lactide. A representative 
1
H NMR spectrum of the 
reaction mixture at one time point in a kinetics experiment is shown in Figure 2.16.  A 
representative composite of all 
1
H NMR spectra acquired for a kinetics experiment run 
using HA sintered at 700 
o
C is shown in Figure 2.17.  Note the time dependent decrease 
in monomer concentration with concomitant increases attributed to polymer and hydroxyl 
end groups.  Integrated intensities of the three chosen peaks were entered into an Excel® 
spreadsheet for further processing and plotting. Figure 2.18 shows first order kinetics 
plots for the polymerization of -caprolactone with HA sintered at various temperatures 
for 16 hrs.  The slopes of these plots give the apparent first order rate constants, kapp, 
which are tabulated in Table 2.2.  A discussion of the apparent first order rate constants 
will be presented following the characterization of the sintered HA by surface area 
measurements, X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and Fourier Transform Infrared 
Spectroscopy (FTIR).  The discussion of these characterizations begins immediately 
below.  One technique utilized for the characterization of sintered HA was X-ray powder 
diffraction (XRD).  XRD is a spectroscopic method where a powdered sample of material 
is irradiated by a collimated x-ray beam.  In single crystal diffraction only one crystal 
orientation is present so any beam diffraction is represented as a dot on the detector.  
These are referred to as Laue spots.  In powder diffraction, it is assumed that every 
possible crystal orientation is present in equal quantity.  The consequence of this is that   
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the Laue spots now show up as concentric rings around the initial point of beam contact 
with the sample.  The angle formed between the incident beam and diffracted beam path 
is referred to as the scattering angle and is denoted as 2 in the literature.  The resulting 
refraction of the beam is recorded on a linear plate detector.  The diffraction patterns of 
apatites, biologic, synthetic, and geologic, have been well characterized in the literature 
for a number of decades. (Figure 2.19)  Particularly good reflections for characterizing 
HA are the (002) at 25.9
o
, (211) at 31.8
o
, (112) at 32.2
o
, (300) at 32.9
o
, (202) at 34.1
o
, and 
(310) at 39.8
o
 with a K of  = 154.4 pm x-ray source.
53-58
   
XRD patterns for the sintered HA samples were obtained by placing approximately 30mg 
of each sample was placed in the concave sample holder of a Rigaku D/Max-B 
Horizontal powder diffractometer.  The source was a 2 kW Cu target with K of  = 
154.4 pm.  Diffraction patterns were obtained by plotting intensity vs. 2 for values of 
2ranging from 10o to 60o. (Figure 2.20)  Data was then exported to an Excel® 
spreadsheet for further analysis.  
In addition to XRD, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was also performed 
on each sintered HA sample.  All spectra were obtained on a Nicolet Avatar 380 FTIR 
spectrophotometer.  Many derivatives of hydroxyapatite have been characterized using 
FTIR, the body of literature that describes these characterizations is now extensive 
enough to make interpretation of the spectra relatively straightforward. (Figure 2.21)  The 
IR activity of pure HA is due exclusively to phosphate and hydroxide.  Vibrations for 
phosphate are observed at 1092 cm
-1
, 1039 cm
-1
, 963 cm
-1
, 602 cm
-1
, and 570 cm
-1
.  
Hydroxide exhibits a hydrogen-oxygen stretch at 3572 cm
-1
 and a libration at 632 cm
-1
.    
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Biologically derived hydroxyapatites also contain large amounts of carbonate which 
appears in the FTIR spectrum as a pair of broad and poorly defined peaks at 1451 cm
-1
 
and 1420 cm
-1
, and a low intensity narrow peak at 873 cm
-1
.
57, 59-61
 (Figure 2.22)  
Biologic HA is also less crystalline that synthetic and geologic sourced HA.  This lower 
level of crystallinity is evident from the peak broadening that presents itself in the IR 
spectrum.  
Since HA is extremely prone to adsorbing water from the atmosphere, all samples 
characterized by FTIR spectroscopy were prepared under the dry N2(g) atmosphere of a 
glove box containing a fine grind mortar and pestle, and pellet press.  In a typical sample 
preparation, approximately 2 mg of sintered HA was added in the glove box to 50 mg of 
KBr.  The mixture was then ground to a fine powder in the mortar and pestle.  After 
being powdered, about 30 mg of the HA/KBr mixture was placed in the pellet press and 
pressed to form a clear disc.  If the disc was slightly opaque it was pressed again until it 
was clear.  A pure KBr pellet was pressed to serve as a background sample.  Transferring 
the pellets to the spectrometer, while minimizing exposure to CO2 and water in air was 
critical.  Before being removed from the glove box, finished pellets were placed in a 
small jar and sealed.  The jars were wrapped in aluminum foil and then transported to the 
FTIR spectrometer.  A background spectrum for the pure KBr pellet was obtained.  Each 
background spectrum consisted of 32 scans acquired with a spectral resolution of 2 cm
-1
.  
Once the background spectrum had been obtained, the sample pellet was transferred 
quickly into the instrument and scanning was started immediately.  This was done to 
minimize absorption or reaction of the sample with CO2 and water in the air.  Like the 
background spectrum, the FTIR spectrum of each sample consisted of 32 scans acquired 
85 
 
with a spectral resolution of 2 cm
-1
.  (Figure 2.23)  Approximately 45 seconds were 
required to acquire the 32 scans.  Under these conditions and over this time period, no 
reactions with air were apparent.  Resulting spectra were processed using Omnic 7.2a 
software from Thermo Electron Corporation in Franklin, Massachusetts.   
Results and Discussion 
Some unanticipated but useful results were obtained from kinetics experiments performed 
using powdered samples of bovine bone sintered at various temperatures for 16 hours. 
(Tables 2.3 and 2.4)  When the sintering temperature is 600 
o
C or higher the kinetics are 
fit well by a pseudo first order equation. (Equation 2.4)  At reaction temperatures of 500 
o
C and below, there is a great deal of deviation from linearity in first order plots.  
Although the reaction rates generally increase as the sintering temperature increases from 
400 
o
C to 700 
o
C, reactions run using bone powder sintered at 800 
o
C are much slower 
ones using material sintered at 700 
o
C.  
The kinetics experiments performed using powdered bone that was not sintered were 
particularly anomalous.  Plausible explanations of these results include the presence of 
residual extraction solvent (water or ethylene diamine) or organic material that competes 
with or inhibits the dominant reaction mechanism by providing different mechanistic 
routes to polymerization or concurrent mechanistic routes to deleterious 
depolymerization.  Samples sintered at 400 
o
C for 16 hrs are noticeably grey when 
compared to samples that were not sintered or sintered at high temperatures.  This 
suggests the presence of remnant organic matter from the bone that was partially   
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Sintering 
Temperature (
o
C) 
 
Apparent   
Rate Constant 
(10
-7
 s
-1
) 
     None 
 
31.9 ± 2.5 
400 
 
12.3 ± 0.6 
500 
 
2.2 ± 0.3 
600 
 
13.9 ± 0.3 
700 
 
75.2 ± 0.4 
800 
 
50.6 ± 0.4 
 
Table 2.3.  Apparent first order rate constants for the polymerization of L-lactide initiated 
by bovine hydroxyapatite sintered at various temperatures for 16 hours 
 
 
 
Sintering 
Temperature 
(
o
C) 
 
Apparent     
Rate Constant 
(10
-7
 s
-1
) 
     400 
 
3.5 ± 0.1 
500 
 
7.4 ± 0.2 
600 
 
13.1 ± 0.1 
700 
 
35.3 ± 0.3 
800 
 
15.53 ± 0.05 
 
Table 2.4.  Apparent first order rate constants for the polymerization of -caprolactone 
initiated by bovine hydroxyapatite sintered at various temperatures for 16 hours 
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pyrolyzed, not fully combusted by the oxygen in air.  IR spectra of these samples also 
reveal that a good deal of surface and lattice water present, as is evidenced by a broad 
peak at 3446 cm
-1
.  Both of these types of water can serve as a nucleophile to open a 
lactone ring and start polymerization.  Samples sintered at 500 
o
C showed no 
discoloration, but IR spectroscopy does show that water is still present, albeit a smaller 
amount than observed for samples sintered at 500 
o
C.  Infrared spectroscopy does not 
indicate the presence of any water in samples sintered at 600 
o
C and above.  At 600 
o
C 
and below, the peaks in the FTIR spectra are still quite broad indicating that HA 
crystallinity has not increased to any appreciable degree.  The low level of crystallinity of 
these samples is also manifested by the broad peaks in their XRD powder diffraction 
patterns.  Also notable at these lower sintering temperatures is the presence of carbonate, 
which can be identified by broad peaks at 1454 cm
-1
 and 1413 cm
-1
, and a relatively small 
narrow peak at 869 cm
-1
.  The presence of carbonate substitutions in the HA crystal 
reduce crystallinity and increase solubility.
62, 63
  This increase in solubility aids in 
osteoclast dissolution of HA in the bone remolding process.
64
   
As was mentioned in the introduction during the discussion of rate equations used to fit 
this class of reactions, the reaction rate is proportional to the number of moles of 
nucleophile present in any given reaction.  The number of moles of nucleophile per gram 
of HA is clearly influenced by the temperature at which the HA is sintered.  It has been 
shown that hydroxide can initiate ring opening polymerization of lactones, but in samples 
sintered at 500 
o
C or lower much less hydroxide is present, as is evident in infrared 
spectra by the relatively small vibration at 3571 cm
-1
 and libration at 628 cm
-1
.  Infrared 
spectra indicate that the amount of hydroxide in samples sintered at 600 
o
C greater than 
90 
 
the amount found in samples sintered at 600 
o
C.  This can be attributed to decomposition 
of the carbonate found naturally in bovine bone.  As represented in equations 2.17 and 
2.18, these solid state decompositions can yield one of two nucleophiles depending on the 
presence or absence of water.
59, 65, 66
 
   
   
 
→       
          (2.17) 
   
        
 
→         
        (2.18) 
Decomposition without water evolves carbon dioxide and the concomitant production of 
one nucleophile, the oxide.  Oxide is known to initiate polymerization, but it is believed 
the reaction rate is slightly hindered due to a charge separation effect.  It seems 
improbable to form the zwitterion with a calcium dication and a negatively charged 
alkoxide separated by a five member chain.  (Figure 2.24)  Since the sintering is being 
performed in air and there is a fair amount of water already present in the starting sample 
it is reasonable to believe that the hydroxide being formed is coming from the 
decomposition of carbonate in the presence of a water molecule.  At 600 
o
C the first 
evidence appears that hydroxides are being formed, albeit very slowly.  A decrease in the 
amount of carbonate can also be seen in the FTIR spectra when comparing 600 
o
C to 500 
o
C. 
If the sintering temperature is increased from 600 
o
C to 700 
o
C, the apparent kinetic rate 
constant for the polymerization of L-lactide increases by over a factor of five.  One factor 
influencing this change is the complete decomposition of carbonate, possibly to 
hydroxide or oxide.  While calcium oxide is not visible by FTIR in the 400 cm
-1
 to 4000   
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cm
-1
, it is clear that the amount of hydroxide present increases.  This gives some evidence 
that equation 2.18 applies to the sintering of bovine hydroxyapatite in air.  The presence 
of a calcium oxide phase can be tracked by a peak at 37.5
o
 in the XRD pattern.
55
  At 
sintering temperatures of 500 
o
C and below, there is no sign of this peak, but at 600 
o
C 
and above the oxide diffraction peak begins to appear.  This coincides with the 
appearance of hydroxide and disappearance of carbonate in the FTIR spectrum, giving 
more evidence that the decomposition of carbonate is responsible for the generation of 
the reactive nucleophiles that leads to the increased polymerization rates at 
hydroxyapatite sintered at higher temperatures. 
Increasing the HA sintering temperature by another 100 
o
C from 700 
o
C to 800 
o
C does 
not further increase the kinetics rate constant for L-lactide polymerization.  The trend 
observed at lower sintering temperatures comes to an end, and the rate constant actually 
decreases by about one third.  As will be described in much more detail in Chapter 3, part 
of this decrease can be attributed to a large decrease in the specific surface area of HA 
sintered at 800 
o
C for 16 hours.  Characterizations by XRD and FTIR suggest some subtle 
chemical changes that are noteworthy.  Although XRD and FTIR characterizations 
indicate no change in the crystallinity of the sample, there does appear to be a difference 
in the amount of hydroxide present.  Since there appears to be no carbonate present in 
either the 700 
o
C or 800 
o
C samples, one can assume that all of the carbonate is 
transformed into either oxide or hydroxide.  When comparing the XRD patterns of the 
700 
o
C and the 800 
o
C samples the oxide reflection at 37.5
o
 is much more prevalent in the 
higher temperature sample, indicating that there is a higher amount of oxide present. 
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A more detailed discussion of the stoichiometry for carbonate decomposition and 
possible impacts of this stoichiometry on the rates of polymerization is warranted.  As 
was mentioned above, samples of bovine bone sintered at 700 
o
C show evidence for more 
hydroxide and less oxide than are observed in samples sintered for the same period at 800 
o
C.  Since hydroxide is formed in a two to one ratio from carbonate decomposition in the 
presence of water, while oxide is formed in a one to one ratio in the absence of water, 
thermal treatments that favor the formation of hydroxide will favor the formation of more 
nucleophiles.  If the changes in propagation steps for polymerization are the same for 
initiation by oxide and hydroxide, and if the initiation step is not rate limiting in either 
case, one would anticipate that kinetic rate constants would be higher for the sintering 
process that produces more nucleophiles, i.e., the decomposition mechanism that leads to 
hydroxide.  Additional insight can be gained by a more careful comparative analysis of 
the FTIR spectra obtained for samples sintered at 700 
o
C and 800 
o
C.  The hydroxide 
libration at 630 cm
-1
 and the two phosphate stretches between 661 cm
-1
 and 503 cm
-1
 can 
be deconvoluted and the areas of the three peaks can be determined by integration.  Since 
phosphate does not decompose until well above 1000 
o
C, it was assumed that the amount 
of phosphate present was identical in the 700 
o
C and 800 
o
C samples.
67
  When the 
hydroxide libration at 630 cm
-1
 and the phosphate vibration at 600 cm
-1
 are deconvoluted 
and integrated, phosphate to hydroxide peak absorbance ratios of 0.91 and 1.31 are 
obtained for 700 
o
C and 800 
o
C samples respectively. (Equation 2.20)   
                  
  
                 
  
  
                
       (2.20) 
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       (2.21) 
Although the complexity of quantitative IR spectroscopy is duly noted, the simple 
analysis above clearly indicates that the amount of hydroxide available to act as a 
nucleophile has increased substantially, by approximately one third.  The same phosphate 
to hydroxide ratio and percent increase in hydroxide is obtained using the same method 
with the hydroxide stretch at 3570 cm
-1
 and phosphate stretch at 1050 cm
-1
. (Equation 
2.21)  There are at least two plausible explanations for these observations.  One 
explanation is that in the initial decomposition of the carbonate the formation of oxide is 
preferential to the formation of hydroxide.  A second possibility is that the hydroxyapatite 
is dehydrated.  It is known that calcium hydroxide can be dehydrated at moderate 
temperature to form calcium oxide.
68-70
  The same is true for hydroxyapatite, although the 
temperature requirements are much higher.
71-75
 
     
 
→                 (2.22) 
Whichever mechanism for the generation of oxide is predominate, the end is the same; a 
reduction in number of nucleophiles available to initiate the polymerization.  Both 
mechanisms should result in decreased numbers of nucleophiles and decreases in the 
apparent first order rate constants. 
Some insight into the mechanism of this class of polymerizations can be gained by using 
the FTIR characterizations to interpret the observed kinetics.  Consistent with less 
detailed analyses reported previously, the reaction hydroxyapatite with L-lactide (and -
caprolactone) is clearly first order in monomer and first order in amount of 
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hydroxyapatite.
2
  The hydroxyls in the HA are one of the initiating species.  This was 
verified by comparing the FTIR spectrum of the HA before using it as the initiator with a 
subsequent FTIR spectrum of the composite material once the polymerization reaction 
had run to completion. (Figure 2.25)  Special interest was paid to the hydroxyl libration at 
632 cm
-1
.  Before the reaction, this peak is well distinguished from the two neighboring 
phosphate stretches at 602 cm
-1
 and 570 cm
-1
.  There is no evidence that the 
polymerization influences the amount phosphate in the inorganic phase of the resulting 
composite.  Consequently, the phosphate stretches can be used as an internal standard for 
the amount of hydroxide that remains after polymerization.  It is clear from the spectra 
that the amount of hydroxide is markedly decreased.  Along with hydroxide initiation, the 
proposed mechanism also shows the formation of a carboxylate end group 
electrostatically tethered to a calcium ion.  Evidence for this assertion can be seen when 
comparing the FTIR spectrum of a PLLA/HA composite material prepared as described 
above, the FTIR spectrum of a PLLA sample made with an alcohol initiator (so the 
polymer has no carboxylate end group), and the FTIR spectrum of calcium lactate. 
(Figure 2.26)  The peak in the calcium lactate spectrum at 1588 cm
-1
 has previously been 
assigned to the asymmetric carboxylate stretch.
76, 77
  The peak at 1753 cm
-1
 is attributed 
to the ester carbonyl stretch in the spectrum for PLLA prepared using an alcohol initiator.  
The spectrum of the PLLA/HA composite shows the asymmetric carboxylate stretch at 
1606 cm
-1
 and the ester carbonyl stretch at 1759 cm
-1
 both of which can be attributed to 
the polymer.  These data support a mechanism of anionic initiated ring opening 
polymerization. The data also support the assertion that the resulting polymer is 
electrostatically attached to calcium by the carboxylate end group. (Figure 2.27)  
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L-lactide has two stereocenters, both (S).  When polymerization reactions are performed 
with HA as the initiator at 125 °C, some epimerization to the meso-lactide monomer is 
observed.  There are three potential routes to meso-lactide. (Figure 2.28)  One involves 
the keto-enol tautomerizations of L-lactide.  The second involves the polymer.  In the 
polymer chain the stereochemistry at one center may change from (S) to (R) via a keto-
enol tautomerization.  Next the subsequent attack of the hydroxyl end group on the ester 
bond in the polymer chain effectively shortens the chain by one monomer unit and 
generates one meso-lactide unit.
78, 79
  A third mechanism requires the carboxylate to act 
as the attacking nucleophile in performing an Sn
2
 type reaction.  This would invert the 
stereochemistry at one chiral carbon giving the meso-lactide product.  This is extremely 
unlikely as the carboxylate is generally considered to be a weak nucleophile and in this 
case is electrostatically attached to a calcium ion. 
Stereochemistry may not play a large part in determining the rate of a reaction but it will 
affect the final properties of any polymer.  Changes in stereochemistry influence the 
percent crystallinity of a polymer.  Crystallinity plays a major part in determining 
whether a polymer such as a polyesters or polycarbonates, which are very crystalline, will 
be brittle.  Polymers with low crystallinity, such as styrene-ethylene-butadiene-styrene 
(SEBS) block copolymers, are elastomeric and exhibit properties that resemble rubber.  
These properties include high elasticity, bend and twist flexibility, and low compression 
set.  Highly crystalline polymers also tend to have much higher and more sharply defined 
glass transition temperatures. Sintering conditions play a great role in determining the 
chemical makeup of biologic hydroxyapatite.   
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Figure 2.28.  Potential mechanisms for the generation of meso-lactide from L-lactide and 
PLLA 
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Sintering at 600 
o
C and lower does not decompose carbonate and as such the kinetic rate 
constants obtained from polymerization reactions with HA sintered at these lower 
temperatures are small.  When the sintering temperature is raised to 700 
o
C, the carbonate 
decomposes to hydroxide or oxide.  These two new species are quite nucleophilic and as 
such the rates of polymerization reaction increase.  If the sintering temperature is raised 
even further then the ratio of oxide to hydroxide is shifted toward oxide.  This effectively 
reduces the number of nucleophiles present subsequently causing a decrease in the rate of 
polymerization reaction.  Further analysis will examine how the sintering atmosphere 
affects the chemical composition of the hydroxyapatite as well as how sintering affects 
the surface area.    
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Chapter Three 
Macroscopic and Microscopic Morphologic Changes to Biologically Derived 
Hydroxyapatite 
Introduction and Background 
In the preceding chapter a relationship was established between sintering temperature and 
the kinetics of a ring-opening polymerization reaction for lactones.  This relationship is 
influenced by the number of nucleophiles present and the distribution of these 
nucleophiles.  The number of nucleophiles and their distribution can be controlled by 
sintering biologically derived hydroxyapatite to decompose carbonate substitutions in the 
crystal lattice to either hydroxide or oxide.  The sintering temperature affects the total 
number of nucleophiles and the distribution between the two species possible.  Another 
factor that has direct bearing on the use of hydroxyapatite derived from biologic sources 
is surface area.  The polymerization reaction is initiated by surface oxides and 
hydroxides.  Occluded oxides and hydroxides are sterically prohibited from participating 
in the polymerization.  Thus, the higher the surface area the more nucleophiles that can 
be presented to the monomer melt.  This effectively increases the Ni term in equation 2.5, 
and since Ni is a constant and grouped with k, an increase in the apparent rate constant, 
kapp, is observed.  
This chapter describes the influence of specific surface area on the surface-initiated 
polymerization of cyclic lactones at nucleophilic interfaces.  The chapter begins with an 
introduction to basic gas adsorption theories that can be used in order to reliably measure 
the specific surface area of a wide variety of materials.  Examined next are my results 
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showing the influence of sintering time and sintering temperature on the specific surface 
area of hydroxyapatite derived from bovine femurs.  This is followed by a discussion of 
the influence of specific surface area on reactions kinetics.  Chapter 3 concludes by 
correlating changes in specific surface area with macroscopic morphological changes, 
which are manifested in dimensional changes in hydroxyapatite rods, and microscopic 
changes in crystallinity, which are revealed through scanning electron microscopy. 
Two types of gas adsorption phenomena are typically used to determine specific surface 
areas, chemisorption and simple physical adsorption.  In general, gas adsorption to a solid 
is exothermic, and it increases at low temperature and higher pressure.  Most 
measurements are performed at liquid nitrogen’s boiling point, which is 77.35 K at one 
atmosphere.  Chemisorption involves an irreversible chemical reaction between a gas-
phase or liquid-phase molecule and the surface of a solid to produce a surface layer that is 
only one molecule.  A common chemisorption reaction is the corrosion of a metal surface 
in air.  For iron and steel the process yields rust and for copper the reaction is apparent by 
the formation of the turquoise patina that coats the surface.  Early attempts at the 
beginning of the Twentieth Century capitalized on chemisorption reactions to measure 
the surface area of solids.  The first measurements were performed by Isaac  Langmuir 
and involved the bonding of carbon monoxide or oxygen to a  platinum surface.
1
  An 
experimental adsorption isotherm is obtained when the molar volume of gas taken up by 
the solid, Va, is plotted against P/Po, where P is the actual pressure of the gas and Po is its 
partial pressure. (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, Table 3.1)   The experimental results can be fit 
by a variety of isotherm models, the most common of which are Type 2 and Type 4 
isotherms, which deal with adsorbents containing no pores or adsorbents containing  
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Table 3.1.  Example of tabulated data over the region 0.05 to 0.30 for 
 
 0
 used to 
determine surface area for a standard alumina reference material 
  
Absolute 
Pressure (mmHg)
33.611728668 0.045669919 3.887555995 0.012309913
41.088726044 0.055839640 3.950412246 0.014971125
44.486953735 0.060467930 3.977887047 0.016179349 Slope (m) 2.66185E-01
52.112365723 0.070844433 4.036296456 0.018890099 Intercept (b) -1.0773E-04
59.551383972 0.080970966 4.090552805 0.021538630 Sm 4.51391E-04
67.016235352 0.091134321 4.144113007 0.024196395 Sb 8.54633E-05
74.462432861 0.101277203 4.196306548 0.026854603 R
2
9.99928E-01
81.903549194 0.111422246 4.248428277 0.029515367
89.135070801 0.121282014 4.299676848 0.032100446 BET Surface Area
96.571113586 0.131421041 4.351568959 0.034770403
103.988708496 0.141541071 4.404387641 0.037434964
111.588882446 0.151913322 4.458786523 0.040173432
119.071083069 0.162125434 4.513479945 0.042870705
126.506629944 0.172280769 4.568423754 0.045560384
133.737945557 0.182157938 4.622205886 0.048186943
141.129409790 0.192260326 4.678613649 0.050874608
148.530380249 0.202379329 4.736247080 0.053571697
155.949462891 0.212522403 4.794629197 0.056287438
163.639266968 0.223042229 4.856419458 0.059111706
170.788742065 0.232824571 4.915381114 0.061741465
178.481933594 0.243356301 4.980266478 0.064580082
185.653823853 0.253150003 5.040887043 0.067241530
192.888031006 0.263018688 5.103283365 0.069932725
200.030242920 0.272762832 5.166581500 0.072594854
207.497024536 0.282949937 5.233086425 0.075405360
215.177536011 0.293428882 5.303300744 0.078307025
222.583343506 0.303532976 5.371618480 0.081133491
y=mx+b
16.36 ± 0.03
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extremely large pours relative to the size of gas molecules adhering to it.  Over 95% of 
materials studied fall into either Type 2 or Type 4.  A general equation that came from 
Langmuir’s research relates the amount of gas adsorbed to the increase in pressure that is 
measured.  
    
    
    
         (3.1) 
In equation (3.1) Vm is the quantity of gas adsorbed when the surface is completely 
saturated with one layer of molecules, Va is the amount of gas adsorbed at pressure, P, 
and b is an empirical constant. This equation can be rewritten in a linear format to yield 
the equation 3.2. 
 
  
  
 
   
  
 
  
        (3.2) 
So if 
 
  
 is plotted against P then the result should be a straight line.  One can determine 
the value of the specific surface area using the slope and intercept from linear equation 
3.2 and equation 3.3  
   
     
   
         (3.3) 
where S is the surface area of sample in m
 
g⁄ ,  is the area of surface occupied by one 
molecule of adsorbent gas, Na is Avogadro’s number, m is the mass of adsorbent sample, 
and Vo is the molar volume of the gas at standard temperature and pressure. 
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These equations fit experimental results well for a monolayer of gas that is irreversibly 
chemisorbed to the surface of the material being studied, but fits are much poorer for 
reversible adsorptions. 
The next advance in surface area measurement that has application to a wider range of 
applications came in 1938 with the advent of BET theory.
2
  The BET acronym represents 
the scientists who discovered it, Stephen Brunauer, Paul Emmett, and Edward Teller.  
These researchers were the first to describe the process of gas condensation on the 
surface of a solid as being a multilayer process where the same forces responsible for 
condensation of the first layer were also responsible for condensation of subsequent 
layers.  They also were able to account for the reversible adsorption and desorption of gas 
molecules.  Braunauer, Emmett and Teller thus refined Langmuir’s equations to get 
    
    
  0   *       
 
 0
+
       (3.4) 
where 
    
     
           (3.5) 
The term qa is the heat of adsorption of the first layer of gas molecules, qL is the heat of 
liquefaction of the adsorptive gas, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is temperature in 
Kelvin.  Rewriting equation 3.4 in linear form yields 
 
    0   
  
 
   
  
   
   
(
 
 0
)       (3.6) 
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The region between  . 5      
⁄     .3  is usually chosen for optimum linearity.  With 
the volume of the monolayer now determined from a regression line, it is possible to find 
the surface area using the number of molecules present in the monolayer and the area 
occupied by one gas molecule assuming closest packing orientation.  The mean area 
occupied per gas molecule is 
       [
 
       
 
 ⁄
]
 
 ⁄
       (3.7) 
where M is the molecular weight of the gas, NA is Avogadro’s number, and  is the 
density of the liquid adsorbate. 
 The intercept term  
 
   
 in equation 3.6 is extremely small and is usually approximated as 
zero.  This approximation has little effect on the slope of the line obtained.  Equation 3.6 
now becomes 
 
    0   
   
   
   
(
 
 0
)        (3.8) 
which is referred to as the BET single point relationship.  With this equation it is possible 
to get an accurate surface area by taking one data point at the higher end of the liner 
region of the isotherm. 
Surface area changes with respect to temperature were studied with greater frequency 
during in the 1960s following the advent of reliable instruments to measure surface area 
accurately.  For example, several studies focused on surface area changes associated with 
heating simple, chemically stable oxides such as MgO and Fe2O3.
3
  It was found that 
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surface area changed with sintering time under isothermal conditions according to the 
equation 
  
  
                     (3.9) 
where S0 is the initial specific surface area of the material, St is the specific surface area 
of the sample after sintering time, t, and ks is the kinetics rate constant for surface area 
decrease.  If the “back reaction” is also included in the kinetic model, equation 3.8 can be 
rewritten in exponential form as shown in equation 3.9 
      
 0    
                (3.10) 
where the new term, Se, is the equilibrium surface area.
4, 5
  If a sample were allowed to 
sinter for an infinite amount of time, and if no restrictions were placed on particle size, 
then the surface area of the sample is Se.  For some equilibria, many small particles are 
favored leading to a large value for Se, and for others fewer, larger particles are favored 
making Se very small.  For hydroxyapatite, Se approaches zero, allowing one to simplify 
equation 3.9 as shown in equation 3.10. 
  
 0
                 (3.11) 
  Rewriting equation 3.10 into a linear form gives 
                           (3.12) 
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In all instances So is a constant that need not be measured to obtain a linear relationship 
for the purposes of predicting surface area changes as a function of sintering time.  The 
value of S0 can be determine from the y-intercept when ln(St) is plotted vs. time. 
For chemically stable solids the surface area generally decreases as described by equation 
3.11 while crystal size increases.  In a phenomenon similar to Ostwald ripening, small 
crystals are sacrificed to form fewer large crystals.
6-8
  In solids, ion diffusion is the 
mechanism of mass transfer that leads to recrystallization.  At points where any two 
crystals touch, the point of contact will slowly grow larger until the two crystals fuse into 
one.  This is the first stage in any particle growth since the ions on the surface are the 
most able to diffuse. Higher temperatures allow facile diffusion of the ions due to 
increased kinetic energy.  In my samples, two macroscopic consequences of this crystal 
growth are the densification of the HA and the shrinkage of the sample.  At high sintering 
temperatures, dense materials that have undergone significant shrinkage form quickly.  
For a powder these morphological changes may be of little consequence, but it is 
extremely important that the final dimensions of the implant be predictable when trying 
to reconstitute a bone section for segmental defect treatment.  Furthermore, extreme 
shrinkage can lead to cracking of a sample, introducing failure points into the implant. 
Experimental 
Chemicals: Ethylene diamine (99% from Sigma-Aldrich) was used as purchased, and 
biologic hydroxyapatite was derived from bovine femurs (Premium Protein Products). 
Methodology:  Biologically derived hydroxyapatite, or anorganic bone, was prepared by 
extracting bovine bone and then sintering it as described on page 47 in Chapter 2.  
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All surface area measurements were performed on the Micromeritics ASAP® 2020 
Physisorption Analyzer.  The combined mass an empty sample tube and seal frit were 
measured (Figure 3.3).  Enough HA powder to fill about half of the sample ball was then 
placed into the sample tube.  Between 1.5 g and 6.0 g of sample was used to assure that at 
least 10 m
2
 of sample surface area would be measured.  The manufacturer of the ASAP 
2020 analyzer states that for surface areas below 10 m
2
, small volumes of adsorbed gas 
lead to imprecise measurements with large uncertainties.  The total mass of the sample 
setup and sample was then recorded.  The next step in measuring the surface area was to 
remove any adherent gas molecules from the surface of the sample powder by degassing 
it under vacuum at elevated temperatures.  First the sample tube was placed on the 
instrument and a heating mantle placed over the bowl of the sample tube.  The sample 
tube was placed under a constant vacuum and the sample heated at 10 °C/min to a 
temperature of 95 °C.  The evacuation rate was set to 25.0 mmHg/s until a pressure of 5.0 
mmHg was reached.  At this pressure the evacuation rate was increased to the maximum 
the pumping system could deliver until the pressure in the tube fell to 300 mHg.  The 
sample was held at this pressure for an additional 30 minutes, at which point a more 
aggressive heating phase of the degassing process was initiated.  The temperature of the 
sample was increased to 250 °C at a ramp rate of 10.0 °C/min.  Once the sample had 
reached 250 °C it was allowed to remain at this temperature for an additional 120 
minutes.  The sample was then allowed to cool to room temperature and the sample tube 
was backfilled with N2(g).  With degassing complete, the sample tube, seal frit, and 
sample were reweighed.  It is noteworthy that the resulting weight difference serves as a  
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rough indicator of the moisture content of the sample.  Once this final step of the 
degassing procedure was completed, the sample was transferred to the analysis port of the 
ASAP Analyzer.   
As was described above, when nitrogen gas is the adsorbate and when 
 
 0
 ranges from 
0.05 to 0.30, plots of 
 
    0   
 against 
 
 0
 are highly linear.  This range was used for all of 
the surface area measurements described in this thesis.  Within this linear range, 17 data 
points were taken at regular intervals using the default conditions of the control software.  
All sampling and control of the instrument was performed using proprietary software 
provided by Micromeritics.  Raw data for 
 
 0
 and   were transferred to an Excel® 
spreadsheet for further processing to verify the surface area results determined by the 
instrument software (Figure 3.4, Table 3.2). 
Frozen, raw, bovine femurs were cut into roughly ½ inch thick sections perpendicular to 
the long axis of the bone on a band saw to manufacture samples for dimensional stability 
tests.  From these sections 6mm diameter plugs were cut using a custom plug cutting tool.  
The plugs were cut on a Bridgeport knee mill.  A mill was used instead of a standard drill 
press to ensure that the cuts were consistent from plug to plug. (Figure 3.5)   The organic 
material was then removed from the cut plugs in a standard Soxhlet as described on page 
47 in Chapter 2.  Enough cut bone plugs were added to fill approximately 50% of the 
volume of the extractor.  After all extractions were completed the bone plugs were 
removed from the Soxhlet extractor and allowed to air dry for 24 hours before further   
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experimentation.  Between 6 and 8 extracted bone plugs were selected at random.  Their 
heights and diameters were measured with a set of Starrett® 799 digital calipers.  The 
weight of each plug was also measured.  To determine the effect that sintering has on a 
portion of intact bone, I placed each plug in a separate crucible and the crucible was then 
placed into a preheated muffle furnace at the desired temperature.  The minimum 
temperature chosen was 600 °C.  This temperature was chosen based on the previous 
FTIR spectroscopy that showed water remains in the sample at 500 °C and is not driven 
off until a sintering temperature of at least 600 °C is reached.  600 °C was also the lowest 
temperature that gave reliable kinetics data.  A temperature of 1100 °C was chosen for 
the upper limit of the sintering experiments.  The plugs were maintained at the selected 
sintering temperature for 16 hours before being removed and allowed to cool in a vacuum 
desiccator under hard vacuum of less than 50 millitorr.  Once the plugs had cooled to 
room temperature, they were quickly weighed.  Water quickly adsorbs to the surface of 
HA so haste was key to getting reliable weights for desiccated samples.  After the 
weights of all plugs were determined, the height and diameter of each plug were 
measured again with the calipers.   
Results and Discussion 
The surface area experiments clearly indicate a greatly accelerated decrease in surface 
area when the sintering temperature is raised from 600 °C  to 800 °C.  Once a 
temperature of 800 °C or above is reached, the surface area decreases to 9.3 m
2
/g in 
approximately 30 minutes.  While at 700 °C almost seven hours is required to reach a 
surface area of approximately 9.4 m
2
/g. (Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8)  At 600 °C  
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the rate of decrease in surface are is very slow.  At this temperature the surface area 
changes very little over a period of several days.  When the data from the 600 °C and 700 
°C surface area experiments is plotted according to equation 3.11, the predicted linear 
relationship manifests itself.  Kinetic rate constants for the surface area change (kSA) can 
be determined from the slope of each line.  Values of 3.7 ± 0.2 x 10
-3
min
-1
 and 8.9 ±0.4 x 
10
-5
min
-1
 are obtained for sintering temperatures of 700 °C and 600 °C respectively.  
Using the y-intercept to determine the initial specific surface area of the sample, I 
obtained a value of 46.0 ± 0.3 m
2
/g for the sample sintered for 16 hours at 600 °C sample 
and 48.9 ± 0.3 m
2
/g for the sample sintered for 16 hours at 700 °C.   
It is not practical to use higher temperature experiments for determining the surface area 
decrease kinetics because the reaction proceeds at such a fast rate that sampling becomes 
unreliable, and the thermal lag in bringing the entire sample up temperature and cooling it 
in a uniform manner results in nonhomogeneity throughout the sample. 
In Chapter 2 kinetics for the ring opening polymerization reaction for various sintering 
temperatures of the initiating hydroxyapatite were explained in terms of the nucleophile 
type and distribution.  The final piece in characterizing how the heat treatment of the HA 
will affect the reaction is to know the surface area.  To find this piece of information, the 
surface areas were measured, using the BET method, for the HA samples, nonsintered 
and sintered from 400 °C to 800 °C, previously used to determine the kinetic rate 
constants.  (Table 3.3)  For the lower temperature sintering conditions there is some 
doubt about the value measured for the surface are obtained.  At these low temperatures 
there is some organic matter left behind that may be giving an abnormally high surface  
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Table 3.3.  Surface area data and kinetics data normalized for surface area for samples 
sintered for 16 hours at 100 °C temperature increments from 400 °C to 800 °C 
 
  
Sintering 
Temperature (
o
C)
None 31.9 ± 2.5 93.68 ± 0.25 0.34 ± 0.03
400 12.3 ± 0.6 87.81 ± 0.15 0.14 ± 0.01
500 2.2 ± 0.3 70.84 ± 0.11 0.03 ± 0.01
600 13.9 ± 0.3 46.76 ± 0.08 0.30 ± 0.01
700 75.2 ± 0.4 4.79 ± 0.02 15.7 ± 0.1
800 50.6 ± 0.4 3.61 ± 0.02 14.0 ± 0.2
Rate Constant 
(10
-7
 s
-1
)
Surface Area 
(m
2
/g)
  7   
kapp
 A
⁄  
g
sm 
⁄ )
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area.  At 500 °C the residual organic material is burned away and it is believed that the 
surface area measurements become very reliable at this temperature.  At sintering 
temperatures of 500 °C and below the surface area loss is relatively small but does 
increase at 600 °C.  This also agrees with spectroscopic data showing little increase in 
crystallinity of the sample.  The observations combine to show that little particle size 
growth is occurring at the macroscopic level.  Upon increasing from 600 °C to 700 °C the 
surface area plummets by over 95%.  This extreme decrease in surface area also 
corresponds to the increase in crystallinity of the sample seen in both the FTIR spectra 
and XRD patterns.  Increasing even further to 800 °C has only a marginal effect on the 
surface area and crystallinity of the sample, so it appears that the critical temperature for 
crystal growth and rapid surface area decrease is between 600 °C and 700 °C. 
If the apparent kinetic rate constant is normalized by dividing it by the surface area it is 
possible to directly compare the reactivity of the surface.  As expected from the raw 
kinetics data, below 600 °C shows very little activity toward reaction.   Increasing the 
temperature to 700 °C and above gives a surface that is far more reactive as is attested by 
the 50 fold increase in 
    
  
⁄ .  This increase in reactivity must be due to the increase in 
surface nucleophiles since the decrease in surface area alone would predict a decrease in 
the rate of reaction.  As described in Chapter 2, decomposition of carbonate to hydroxide 
and oxide cause an increase in the rate of polymerization.  Normalization of the rate 
constants using the specific surface area demonstrates that the surface activity for 
initiation of the polymerization is far greater than is obvious from a simple comparison of 
rates that are not normalized.  In Chapter 2 evidence was also presented showing that 
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sintering at 800 °C leads to a higher percentage of oxide nucleophiles relative to 
hydroxide to reduce the total number of nucleophiles available to initiate the 
polymerization.  After the kinetic rate constants are normalized using the specific surface 
areas, the rates of polymerization do appear to decrease for samples sintered at 800 °C.  
Consequently, if the chain propagation steps for hydroxide-initiated and oxide-initiated 
polymerizations are the same, it appears that the polymerization rates decreased at the 
highest sintering temperatures due to reduced numbers of surface nucleophiles. 
Keeping in mind the ultimate goal of using reconstituted bone to construct implants for 
repair of segmental defects, I determined the influence of sintering temperature on bone 
plugs that have not been powdered.  The ideal conditions for device construction would 
minimize dimensional shrinkage while maintaining the microscopic and macroscopic 
morphologies of native bone.  The results of my dimension study correlate well with the 
previous trends of surface area decrease and changes in crystallinity described above 
(Table 3.4).  At sintering temperatures of 500 °C and below, dimensional changes in the 
bone plugs were negligible over 16 hours, never rising above 1%; however, it should be 
emphasized that my kinetic data shows that the reaction rates are undesirably slow for 
bone that is powdered under this condition.  At a sintering temperature of 600 °C a 
modest volume decrease of 3.2 ± 0.5% was observed, but this decrease was not 
accompanied by densification of the samples.  In fact the overall density decreased, 
indicating that the weight loss occurred without major structural changes to the bone.  At 
a sintering temperature of 700 °C the shrinkage rises to 13.1 ± 0.5%.  This volume 
change can be attributed to a decrease in the dimensions of the long axis and a decrease 
in the diameter.  This anisotropy in shrinkage is almost certainly related to the anisotropic  
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nature of the native bone plugs, which were acquired with the long axis of the plug being 
parallel to the long axis of the cortical bone in the original femur. 
Scanning electron microscopy images of sintered bovine bone show growth in crystal 
size that is consistent with measurements of specific surface area. (Figure 3.9, Figure 
3.10, Figure 3.11)  The crystal size is clearly larger for sintered samples than it is for 
samples that have not been heated.  Some grain growth is observed after sintering for 16 
hours at 600 °C, but the extent of remodeling is far more pronounce in samples sintered 
for 16 hours at 700 °C.  Grain coalescence is far more apparent in the higher temperature 
sample.  Additionally, the aspect ratio of the hydroxyapatite changes during the sintering 
process.  Synthetic and geologic hydroxyapatite crystals are hexagonal and somewhat flat 
to globular in shape.  Biologic hydroxyapatite crystals are hexagonal, but needle-like.  At 
high sintering temperatures the needle shape is lost in favor of a more globular form.  In 
short, as the crystallinity increases the microscopic biologic morphology is lost.  This loss 
may influence the performance of polymer-ceramic composite devices.  In mammals, 
carbonated hydroxyapatite with low crystallinity is remodeled faster than highly 
crystalline samples.
9, 10
  Changing the crystal shape and chemical composition by 
removing the carbonate may affect device resorption and remodeling.  
It is clear from the dimensional analysis experiments that both the mass of hydroxyapatite 
bone plugs and their volume decrease upon extensive sintering.  It is also evident that the 
amount of shrinkage and mass loss increases with increasing temperature.  Comparisons 
of the initial and final densities show that the reactions which cause mass loss through 
evolution of water and decomposition of carbonate do not cause macroscopic  
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dimensional changes that influence the bulk density.  Looking at the density change at 
700 °C reveals an increase in density, which is consistent with surface area decrease and 
crystal size increase seen in the SEM images.  At 600 °C, I did observe a mass loss due to 
water loss and limited carbonate decomposition, but the volume occurs more slowly, as 
attested by the differences in the kinetic rate constants for the two temperatures.  This 
creates a scenario where the density is higher for nonsintered samples than it is for 
samples sintered at 600 °C for 16 hours. 
It is important to note that after 16 hours at a sintering temperature of 700 °C the bone 
plugs appear bright white upon cooling and there is no macroscopic evidence of cracking 
or flaking.  When bone plugs are heated to 800 °C and above there is noticeable cracking 
that could lead to a device failure in load bearing applications.  These deformities 
prevented accurate dimensional measurements of samples sintered at 800 °C and above 
and suggest that such materials should not be used in load bearing applications.  I 
conclude that the sintering temperature should be kept at 700 °C or below.    
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Chapter Four 
Kinetic Analysis of Common Biocompatible Monomers and Polymers with Ring 
Opening Polymerization Initiated by Bovine Hydroxyapatite Sintered at Constant 
Temperature for Various Times 
Introduction and Background 
As was established in Chapters 2 and 3, two properties of sintered anorganic bone are 
important in determining the rate of polymerization of cyclic lactones.  These two 
properties are the number of surface nucleophiles and their identity.  FTIR spectra and 
XRD patterns show that the number of nucleophiles can be increased in a sample of 
biologically derived hydroxyapatite by sintering the sample at 600 °C or higher.  The 
temperature chosen also influences the distribution between two nucleophiles that are 
possible, oxide and hydroxide.  The general trend is that at lower temperatures hydroxide 
is the favored species, while at increasing temperature oxide becomes more prevalent.  
The reactions favoring hydroxide generation favor faster reaction rates since one mole of 
carbonate can decompose into two moles of hydroxide, but only one mole of oxide.  The 
temperature also influences the surface are of biologically derived hydroxyapatite.  When 
sintering for 16 hours at 600°C or below there is relatively little decrease in the surface 
area.  The rate of change of specific surface area is greatly accelerated at a sintering 
temperature of 700 °C.  At 600 °C the rate constant for surface area decrease is 8.9 ± 0.4 
x 10
-5
min
-1
 and at 700 °C it rises by over an order of magnitude to 3.7 ± 0.2 x 10
-3
min
-1
. 
(Figure 3.8)  In a matter of minutes at 800 °C and higher, the specific surface area 
decreases to less than 5% of its original value.  There is also a large difference in the 
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crystal morphology and crystallinity at 600 °C and 700 °C.  At the lower temperature the 
hydroxyapatite is much less crystalline than the sample sintered at higher temperatures.  
This lower level of crystallinity is due to carbonate ion substitution that is still present at 
low temperatures.  At elevated temperatures, the crystal morphology changes in tandem 
with the increase in crystallinity.  Biologic hydroxyapatite is needle like in shape as 
opposed to synthetic sources which are more tabular to globular in shape.  Accompanying 
the crystallinity change during sintering, the crystal morphology also changed to become 
more like synthetically manufactured samples as was seen from SEM images.  (Figures 
3.9. 3.10. and 3.11) 
Although my characterizations of sintering on bone plugs reveals that the rates of 
carbonate decomposition and surface area decrease are increased at elevated sintering 
temperatures, the density does not follow the same trend.  At 600 °C the density of the 
plugs actually decreases relative to its value before sintering.  At 700 °C the density of 
the plugs decreases relative to its value before sintering. This begs the question, is it 
possible to sinter biologically derived HA at a low temperature so that it retains its higher 
surface area while still enhancing the concentration of nucleophiles?  The search for an 
answer to this question is the focus of Chapter 4. 
When attempting to create a material for hard tissue replacement, it seems logical that 
preservation of the original biological structure might lead to better compatibility and 
more rapid integration of the device with its host. In theory, use of high specific area 
hydroxyapatite with a high surface concentration of nucleophiles should afford rapid 
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polymerization rates.  Additionally, high HA specific surface areas should aid osteoclast 
remodeling of any implants constructed from the resulting composites. 
Experimental 
Chemicals: Ethylene diamine (99% from Sigma-Aldrich) was used as purchased, and 
biologic hydroxyapatite was sourced from bovine femur (from Premium Protein 
Products).  L-lactide (from Purac) was sublimed at 90 °C and then transferred into a N2(g) 
atmosphere glove box for further use.   
Methodology:  The FTIR spectroscopy and powder x-ray diffraction described in this 
chapter were performed and processed as described on pages 80 and 84 of Chapter 2. 
Biologically derived hydroxyapatite powder for kinetics studies was prepared as 
described on pages 50 through 52 in Chapter 2.  Once the powder was isolated from 
bovine femurs, it was processed as follows.  A muffle furnace was heated to 600 °C.  
Several crucibles were preheated to the desired temperature.   Roughly 6 to 7 grams of 
powdered HA was placed into the preheated crucibles and allowed to heat in air in the 
furnace.  The samples were removed at regular intervals and allowed to cool in a vacuum 
desiccator under vacuum at 50 millitorr.  Once the samples had cooled enough to handle 
they were transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box for further characterization and 
experimentation.  These experiments include kinetics experiments to characterize the 
efficacy of the sintered bone in initiating the polymerization of L-lactide.  The methods 
used to perform the kinetics experiments can be found on page 52 of this thesis.  NMR 
analysis of aliquots selected from the reaction mixtures was described on page 58.  
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Results and Discussion 
Several samples of powdered bovine HA were sintered at 600 °C from 16 hours to 384 
hours.  These samples were then analyzed by FTIR.  The FTIR spectra show that at short 
sintering times the HA is poorly crystalline and contains little hydroxide, but does have 
some carbonate substitutions.  (Figure 4.1)  As was described on page 93 in Chapter 2, 
the relative hydroxide concentration in these samples was determined using the vibration 
at 3567 cm
-1
 and the libration at 607 cm
-1
.  The presence of carbonate is evident by the 
broad stretch from 1490 cm
-1
 to 1301 cm
-1
.  As would be expected, as the sintering time 
is increased the amount of carbonate decreases and the amount of hydroxide increases.  
By 192 hours the carbonate had completely decomposed.  At this time there is a marked 
increase in the crystallinity that seems to correlate to the loss of the carbonate.  This is 
consistent with literature reports that the carbonate ion substitution is the cause of 
irregularities in the lattice that lead to increased solubility and lowered crystallinity.
1-4
  
This increase in crystallinity, with the loss of carbonate is also consistent with results 
seen in variable temperature sintering experiments described in Chapter 3.  It was 
observed that some carbonate remained after sintering 16 hours at 600 °C, but carbonate 
appeared to be completely removed after sintering the bone powder for 16 hours at 700 
°C. 
The changes in crystallinity observed in FTIR spectra are also apparent in XRD patterns. 
(Figure 4.2) At 192 hours there is a large increase in the crystallinity of the sample.  At 
higher temperatures a calcium oxide reflection can be seen at 37.5
o
, but at 600 °C no peak 
corresponding to an oxide phase is present at any sintering time.  Together, XRD and   
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FTIR results indicate that all the carbonate has been successfully converted to hydroxide.  
Also evident in both the XRD and FTIR is a gradual increase in crystallinity until the 
carbonate is gone, followed by a significant event in which the crystallinity increases. 
Later, the rate of change in crystallinity slows again, as seen by comparing relative peak 
widths.   
A series of kinetics experiments were performed to accompany the spectroscopic analysis 
of the HA samples sintered at 600 °C from 16 hours to 384 hours.  A sintering 
temperature of 600 °C was chosen to examine the effect that sintering time has on the 
ring opening polymerization of lactones initiated by hydroxyapatite.  At 600 °C the same 
reactions and processes that occur at higher temperatures also occur, but they do so at 
greatly reduced rates.  These reduced rates allow for easier elucidation of subtle changes 
that take place as the sintering proceeds.  With the empirically determined equation to 
describe the surface area decrease, it was possible to calculate how long a sample must be 
sintered at 600 °C to have the same surface area as a sample sintered at 700 °C for 16 
hours.  That time was determined to be 384 hours.  
 For each polymerization reaction, the plot of    
  
  
 versus time obtained from NMR 
integrations, gave lines with excellent correlation.  (Figure 4.3) The slope of each line 
was used to calculate kapp according to equation 2.4. (Table 4.1)  Up to a sintering time of 
288 hours, the rate of the reaction increased as the sintering time was increased.  At 
longer sintering times the rate gradually decreased.  This trend was not expected, because 
FTIR spectra and XRD patterns provided no prior indication of a reduction in the number 
of nucleophiles.  When surface area is added to the analysis, a new relationship becomes   
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Sintering 
Time 
(hrs) 
 
Apparent Rate 
Constant     
(10
-7
 s
-1
) 
 
Surface Area 
(m
2
/g)  
10
7 
x
 k
app/SA 
(g/sm
2
) 
             16 
 
14.9 ± 0.3 
 
44.9 ± 0.1 
 
0.33 ± 0.01 
24 
 
17.4 ± 0.5 
 
42.2 ± 0.1 
 
0.41 ± 0.01 
48 
 
38.9 ± 0.5 
 
35.5 ± 0.1 
 
1.10 ± 0.02 
72 
 
45.7 ± 1.4 
 
29.3 ± 0.1 
 
1.56 ± 0.05 
96 
 
58.3 ± 0.6 
 
28.24 ± 0.03 
 
2.06 ± 0.02 
192 
 
72.4 ± 1.2 
 
13.94 ± 0.03 
 
5.2 ± 0.1 
288 
 
78.6 ± 1.0 
 
11.21 ± 0.02 
 
7.0 ± 0.1 
384 
 
55.9 ± 0.6 
 
5.91 ± 0.01 
 
9.5 ± 0.1 
 
Table 4.1. Tabulated kinetic data and surface area results for the reaction of L-lactide 
reacted with bovine hydroxyapatite samples sintered at 600 °C for various times 
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apparent.  When the rate constants are normalized by dividing through by the surface area 
to give 
    
  
⁄ , a direct comparison of the rates of reaction at different sintering times 
can be made for samples with different surface areas.  Such comparisons can be made by 
examining the data plotted in Figure 4.4.  Higher values of 
    
  
⁄  reflect a surface that 
is more reactive.  The general trend observed in Figure 4.4 indicates that as the sintering 
time is increased, the surface becomes more reactive toward initiating ring opening 
polymerization with lactones.   
The dependence of 
    
  
⁄  on sintering temperature can be explained by two competing 
processes.  The first is nucleophile generation.  As the sintering time is increased, more 
nucleophiles are created through the decomposition of carbonate until all of the carbonate 
is gone. At a sintering temperature of 600 °C, the moles of hydroxide remain constant.  
At this temperature hydroxide does not appear to dehydrate to form one mole of water 
and one mole of oxide; however,   
     
 
→               (4.1) 
carbonate decomposition serves to increase the rate of the polymerization reaction as 
shown by equations 2.17 and 2.18.    
The second process that is a major influence on 
    
  
⁄ is the time dependent decrease in 
surface area.  As is evident in equations introduced on page 120 and 132 of Chapter 3, the   
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surface area of hydroxyapatite gradually decreases during sintering and does not stop at 
any point.  This decrease in specific surface area reduces the number of nucleophiles that 
are exposed to the monomer, in effect decreasing the Ni term in equation 2.5.  This 
reduction decreases the apparent rate constant, kapp, since it is equal to kNi. 
The results plotted in Figure 4.4 make it clear that the process of nucleophile generation 
ultimately comes to an end and the decrease in surface area becomes the dominant factor 
controlling the rate constant of polymerization reaction.  Another relationship evident in 
the data plotted in Figure 4.4 is one between the normalized kinetic rate constant, 
    
  
⁄ , and time.  When 
    
  
⁄ is plotted against time a linear relationship is seen 
giving the empirical relationship   
                        
    
  
      (4.2) 
for hydroxyapatite sintered at 600 °C. 
Surface areas can be predicted through equation 3.11 for sintered samples and these 
surface areas can be related to kapp and time through equation 4.2.  With this empirical 
evidence it is possible to project the kinetic rate constant and surface area for samples 
sintered for as long as 384 hours at 600 °C.  
To explore the generality of the proportional relationship between 
    
  
⁄ and sintering 
time, I examined polymerization kinetics and made surface area measurements for 
samples sintered at 700 °C for various times. The resulting data were treated in the same 
manner as the 600 °C data.  Samples were sintered at 700 °C over times ranging from 1 
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hour to 16 hours.  For each reaction a plot of    
  
  
 versus time gave a straight line with 
excellent correlation.  The slope of each line was then used to calculate values of kapp, 
which are tabulated in Table 4.2 and plotted in Figure 4.5.  It is evident in Table 4.2 and 
Figure 4.5 that the apparent rate constant increases as the sintering time increases from 
one hour to four hours, at which time it reaches a maximum.  Values of kapp for longer 
sintering times progressively decrease.  These changes are accompanied by a monotonic 
decrease in surface area.  As was true for the data collected at a sintering temperature of 
600 °C, interpretation of the polymerization kinetics for HA samples sintered at 700 °C 
becomes clearer when 
    
  
⁄  is plotted versus time. 
When the rate constants for 700 °C sintering are plotted against time, the same general 
trend present at 600 °C is revealed.  The normalized rate constants increase to a 
maximum value followed by a rapid decrease. (Figure 4.6) At this sintering temperature, 
a maximum rate of reaction is seen when the bone powder is sintered at 700 °C for 240 
minutes.  After this point the rate falls precipitously.  These results are similar to the 600 
°C results except for the compressed time frame which is due to the more rapid rates of 
carbonate decomposition and surface area change at elevated temperature.  If 
    
  
⁄  for 
the 700 °C sintered material is plotted against time a liner relationship is apparent over 
the examined range of sintering times giving the equation 
                        
    
  
      (4.3) 
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Table 4.2. Tabulated kinetic data and surface area results for the reaction of L-lactide 
reacted with bovine hydroxyapatite samples sintered at 700 °C for various times 
  
Sintering 
Time 
(hrs) 
 
Apparent Rate 
Constant       
(10
-6
 s
-1
) 
 
Surface Area 
(m
2
/g)  
10
6  
x
 k
app/SA      
(g/sm
2
) 
           
  1 
 
4.44 ± 0.09 
 
39.25 ± 0.03 
 
0.113 ± 0.002 
2 
 
7.64 ± 0.17 
 
33.98 ± 0.03 
 
0.22 ± 0.01 
4 
 
10.32 ± 0.11 
 
21.08 ± 0.03 
 
0.49 ± 0.01 
8 
 
8.25 ± 0.12 
 
8.42 ± 0.03 
 
0.98 ± 0.02 
16 
 
7.52 ± 0.04 
 
4.52 ± 0.03 
 
1.66 ± 0.02 
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Both the 600 °C and 700 °C sintering temperatures yield the same pattern of behavior 
when 
    
  
⁄  is plotted against time.  Both yield linear relationships with good 
correlation.  With these data available combined with a mathematical representation of  
how surface area decreases with sintering time, it is possible to predict the polymerization 
rates of L-lactide  at HA sintering over a broad range of times at either 600 °C or 700 °C. 
FTIR spectroscopy shows that after 1 hour of heating at 700 °C all water is removed, and 
some carbonate has been decomposed to hydroxide as is evident by the libration at 628 
cm
-1
 and the vibration at 3572 cm
-1
. Only a small amount of carbonate remains. (Figure 
4.7) The peak narrowing observed in XRD powder diffraction patterns show some 
increase in crystallinity, but no buildup of oxide since the reflection at 37.5
o
 is absent. 
(Figure 4.8) After 2 hours of sintering at 700 °C, little change is observed.  Under this 
condition a small amount of carbonate was converted to hydroxide, but the XRD pattern 
gave no indication of oxide presence.  Four hours into sintering, the FTIR spectrum 
showed another slight decrease in carbonate and concomitant increase in hydroxide.  The 
crystallinity also increased from the initial nonsintered sample, but FTIR spectroscopy 
showed little change in crystallinity from the first hour of sintering through the fourth, as 
is evident by the lack of noticeable peak narrowing from 1 to 4 hours.  After sintering for 
4 hours, the XRD is a better indication of the crystallinity increase.  By this point in time 
the (112) reflection began to resolve from the (211) reflection, whereas before it was 
merely a shoulder on the larger peak.  When the sintering was allowed to continue to the 
eighth hour, a much larger portion of the carbonate was seen to decompose to hydroxide.  
Corresponding to this step, the crystallinity of the sample increased as well, as is   
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evidenced by the peak narrowing in the FTIR spectrum and XRD diffraction pattern.  
When the sintering was allowed to run for the standard 16 hours, the FTIR spectrum 
shows that all carbonate in the sample was completely removed.  A consequence of the 
prolonged time at elevated temperature and the removal of all carbonate substitution is 
that the hydroxyapatite is now free to become more crystalline.  Peaks widths were 
distinctly narrower and the hydroxide stretches (from carbonate decomposition in the 
presence of water) were more pronounced.  After sintering the samples for 16 hours, the 
XRD diffraction pattern showed that the sintered bone powder is highly crystalline.  The 
(112) reflection is completely separate from the (211) reflection and all peaks are sharp, 
narrow, and well resolved.  It is interesting to note that there is no peak at 37.5
o
 in the 
XRD pattern, indicating that there is no oxide, or very little present. 
Summary 
In chapter 2, bone plugs were sintered at 600 °C and 700 °C for 16 hours.  The 600 °C 
plugs showed an average mass loss of 6.4% and a shrinkage of 3.2%.  Because the mass 
loss was observed to be greater than the volume change, the density of the sample 
sintered at 600 °C actually decreases.  When the temperature is raised to 700 °C the mass 
loss and shrinkage increase to 7.5% and 13.1%, respectively, and the density of the plugs 
increases by 6.4%.  The shrinkage at these temperatures is consistent with literature 
studies on synthetically produced hydroxyapatite.
5-8
  Contemporary studies also show 
that the rate of surface area decrease and dimensional changes accelerate rapidly at 
temperatures between 650 °C and 680 °C, depending on the exact chemical makeup of 
the sample.   The theoretical ratio of calcium to phosphorus in hydroxyapatite is 1.67.  
For samples with to phosphorus ratios above ideality, rapid rates of shrinkage are 
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observed at lower temperatures. For hydroxyapatite synthesized with a calcium to 
phosphorus ratio below 1.67, rapid rates of shrinkage are observed only at relatively high 
temperatures.
6, 9
  
In concurrence with the decrease in specific surface area over time, mass loss continues 
until the surface water and lattice water are eliminated. (Table 4.3)  Once this happens, 
the rate of mass loss tapers off, but the surface area decreases, crystal morphology 
changes, and dimensional changes continue because they are not caused by a specific 
chemical reaction as shown from the results in chapter 3.  Eventually the volume change 
of the plugs surpasses their mass loss. Consequently, the density begins to increase.  This 
increase continues and at 192 hours of sintering, the density decrease is roughly 
equivalent to that of samples sintered at 700 °C for 16 hours.  Sample plugs sintered at 
600 °C for 288 hours and 384 hours were severely cracked and lost physical integrity 
making dimensional analysis impossible. 
Using the normalized rate constant, 
    
  
⁄ , it is possible to compare the surface 
reactivites of samples sintered at different temperatures and with different surface areas.  
With equations 4.2 and 4.3 it is also possible to identify the required sintering times to 
create hydroxyapatites with equivalent surface reactivities utilizing different sintering 
temperatures.  An example of this can be seen in table 4.4 where sintering times for 600 
°C and 700 °C are shown for equivalent values of 
    
  
⁄ .  
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Table 4.3. Dimension analysis data for cylindrical bovine hydroxyapatite plugs 
machined from femoral cortical bone sintered at 600 °C for various times 
  
Plug 
Number
Sintering 
Time (hrs)
1 24 6.5 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.4 -3.4 ± 0.7
2 24 7.5 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.5 -4.6 ± 0.6
3 48 7.2 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.5 -4.9 ± 0.7
4 48 7.8 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.4 -4.7 ± 0.7
5 72 8.8 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.5 -6.2 ± 0.7
6 72 7.7 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.5 -4.7 ± 0.6
7 96 8.6 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.5 -5.7 ± 0.7
8 96 7.9 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.5 -4.7 ± 0.7
9 192 9.7 ± 0.1 13.2 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.7
10 192 7.9 ± 0.1 12.7 ± 0.5 5.4 ± 0.6
35.5
29.3
28.2
13.9
% Mass Loss % Volume Loss
% Density 
Change
Surface Area 
(m
2
/g)
42.2 ±
±
±
±
±
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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Table 4.4  Calculated values for hydroxyapatite sintering at 700 °C and 600 °C that yield 
equivalent values of 
    
  
⁄ .  
700 
o
C 
(hrs) (g/sm
2
)
600 
o
C 
(hrs)
1 32.1 15.9
2 33.2 16.6
3 34.2 17.3
4 35.2 18.0
5 36.3 18.7
      
    
  
⁄
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Chapter Five 
Optimization of Sintering Time and Temperature for Biocomposite Preparation and 
Evaluation of Alternative Ceramics and Polymers 
Introduction and Background 
In previous chapters the relationships between sintering time, sintering temperature, and 
the final properties of hydroxyapatite as an initiator for ring opening polymerization of 
lactones were examined.  From variable temperature experiments it was determined that 
sintering for 4 hours at 700 
o
C offered that fastest rate of reaction with L-lactide, with 
complete loss of carbonate and substantial crystal morphology change.  Samples sintered 
at 600 
o
C reacted far slower, did not have the same degree of morphology change, and 
carbonate was still observed in FTIR spectra.  When the pre-polymerization sintering 
temperature is increased from 600 
o
C to 700 
o
C, the primary cause of increased 
polymerization rate is the increase in the amount of hydroxide that serves as the initiating 
nucleophile.  When the sintering temperature is raised even higher from 700 
o
C to 800 
o
C, a higher proportion of oxide is formed at the expense of hydroxide, thus reducing the 
total number of nucleation sites because one oxide can be created for every two 
hydroxides. 
When sintering time was examined as a variable, it was found that at lower temperatures 
the decomposition of carbonate to hydroxide was not the only factor that could affect the 
rate of reaction.  At temperatures high enough to decompose carbonate, the crystal 
morphology also changes.  As a consequence, the surface area also decreases.  This 
surface area decrease has an inhibitory effect on the rate of reaction by effectively 
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reducing the number of nucleophiles, Ni, presented to the monomer melt.  For samples 
sintered at 600 
o
C, it is possible to create a material that reacts with comparable efficacy 
toward L-lactide, but the extremely long sintering time required to achieve this level of 
surface activity makes the process prohibitive. 
For synthetically prepared hydroxyapatite, literature sources report that the critical 
temperature for the rapid increase in these morphology changes and surface area decrease 
lies somewhere between 650 
o
C and 680
 o
C.
1-4
 With this information in mind, in addition 
to my own results described in previous chapters, I sought to fine tune the sintering time 
and temperature of anorganic bone to achieve a fast reacting, high surface area 
hydroxyapatite surface that could be used to initiate the polymerization of lactones to 
produce composite materials in short times. 
Experimental 
Chemicals: Deuterated chloroform (CDCl3, 99.8% D from Sigma-Aldrich), deuterated 
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (C2D2Cl4, 99.5% D from Sigma-Aldrich), deuterated 
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, 99.96% from Sigma-Aldrich), 1,4-dioxan-2-one (Dioxanone, 
DX, from Ethicon), -caprolactone (CL, 99% from Fluka), glycolide (GL, 99.9% from 
Polysciences Inc.), L-lactic acid (90% from Acros Organics), D-lactic acid (85% from 
MP Biomedicals), ethylene diamine (99% from Sigma Aldrich), DL-lactic acid (85% 
from Acros Organics), tin(II) 2-ethyl hexanoate (Sn(II)oct2, 95% from Sigma-Aldrich), 
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (98% from Alfa Aesar), calcium hydroxide (98% from 
Acros Organics), calcium oxide (99.95% from Alfa Aesar), were used as purchased from 
the respective supplier.  L-lactide (from Purac) was sublimed at 90 
o
C and then 
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transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box for further use.  Glycolide (≥99% from 
Sigma Aldrich) was sublimed at 80 
o
C and then transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove 
box for further use.  Calcium L-lactate pentahydrate (98% from Fisher) was dehydrated at 
120 
o
C under vacuum and then transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box for further 
use.  Biologic hydroxyapatite was sourced from bovine femur (from Premium Protein 
Products).  Bioglass was manufactured and supplied by Professor Matthew Hall from 
Alfred University in Alfred, New York and used as received.   
Methodology:  Biologically derived hydroxyapatite powder for kinetics studies, FTIR, 
XRD, and surface area analysis was processed as described in Chapter 2.  Temperatures 
between 600 
o
C and 700 
o
C were chosen to refine the sintering conditions (in air) with the 
goal of optimizing polymerization rates and the properties of the resulting composites.  In 
addition to the samples sintered in air, samples were sintered under vacuum as described 
below. Sections of anorganic bone (vide supra) were placed in a ½ inch inner diameter 
quartz tube that was sealed at one end.  One end of a piece of flexible vacuum tube was 
the placed over the end of the quartz tube, and the other end was attached directly to a 
rotary vane vacuum pump and the pressure inside the tube was reduce to approximately  
50 millitorr.  The quartz tube was lowered into the preheated muffle furnace until the 
anorganic bone was well within the heating chamber.  About nine inches of quartz tube 
protruded from the top of the furnace so that the vacuum tube was not subjected to excess 
heat that could soften it and compromise the vacuum.  After 16 hours the quartz tube was 
removed from the furnace and the sections of sintered bone were transferred, while still 
hot, to a vacuum desiccator.  The plugs were then allowed to cool under vacuum and then 
transferred to a N2(g) atmosphere glove box.  Once in the glove box, the plugs were 
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powdered in a Mister Coffee® coffee grinder to a particle size of less than 10 m.  The 
powder was stored under N2(g) for subsequent use. 
Along with bone pieces for powdering, whole bone plugs were also sintered for 
dimensional stability analysis.  The lengths and diameters of seven plugs were measured.  
Each of the plugs was also weighed.  The plugs were then placed in a quartz tube, 
sintered under vacuum as described above for 16 hours, and then cooled to room 
temperature.  The weights and the dimensions of sintered rods were then determined and 
compared to their values before sintering.  For other comparative purposes, an additional 
set of anorganic bone plugs was prepared, characterized, and then sintered in air at the 
same temperatures used for the vacuum sintering.  The plug dimensions and weights 
determined after sintering were ultimately compared to the initial values and to the values 
obtained after vacuum sintering.   
Thermogravimetric analyses of extracted powdered bovine bone were performed on a 
Perkin Elmer STA 6000.  Approximately 40 mg samples of powdered bone were placed 
into the alumina sample crucible for subsequent analysis under a stream of air flowing at 
20 
ml
/min.  The initial temperature of each analysis was set to 25 
o
C and the temperature 
was quickly ramped from this value to a selected value at a ramp rate of 100 
o
C/min.  The 
selected values were identical to the sintering temperatures described above for the 
anorganic bone plugs.  Once each sample had reached the desired temperature, it was 
held there for an additional 16 hours to simulate the sintering process.  Percent mass loss 
was monitored over time and plotted against time for each temperature tested. 
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Results and Discussion 
Two kinetics experiments with L-lactide were run and compared to previously described 
results.  One involved sintering HA at 675 
o
C in air and the other involved HA sintered 
for 700 
o
C under hard vacuum.  The reaction flask was setup according to previously 
performed experiments.  Sintered HA and monomer were added to the reaction vessel in 
a 1 to 4 ratio.  The masses were kept as close to 1.000 g and 4.000 g as possible.   
In addition to L-lactide, three other monomers and their respective polymers are used in 
orthopedic applications where biocompatibility and timely resorption are required.  These 
three monomers are -caprolactone, dioxanone, and DL-lactide, which is actually a 
mixture of 50% L-lactide and 50% D-lactide.  The polymerization kinetics for each of 
these monomers was performed as previously described by initiating the polymerization 
at the surface of sintered samples of hydroxyapatite powder derived from bovine bone.  
For all of these polymerizations the biologically derived hydroxyapatite was sintered for 
16 hrs at 700 
o
C in air, cooled in a vacuum desiccator and stored in a glove box under 
N2(g) for subsequent use.  
1
H NMR chemical shift assignments for L-lactide and -
caprolactone were previously completed and assignments for DL-lactide were straight 
forward as they are the same as those determined for L-lactide.  L-lactide and D-lactide 
are enantiomers and as such there will be no difference in their respective chemical shifts 
for analogous protons.  The fourth monomer and polymer combination that was studied is 
dioxanone and polydioxanone. (Figure 5.1)  The 
1
H NMR spectra for dioxanone and 
polydioxanone merit further discussion.  Dioxanone is highly soluble in chloroform but   
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polydioxanone is not.  For this reason it is common to use 1,1,2,2-tetrachlororthane as a 
solvent for the polymer.  
1
H NMR chemical shift assignments for the dioxanone 
monomer were obtained by dissolving approximately 5 milligrams of the compound in 
approximately 1.0 milliliters of C2D2Cl4(l).  The singly protonated solvent was set to 
6.080 ppm as an internal reference for the chemical shifts.  Interpreting the spectra is 
relatively straightforward because dioxanone contains only three chemically 
nonequivalent sets of protons, only two of which are coupled to each other.  
1
H NMR 
peak assignments were made using polymer synthesized as follows.  First, 0.100 g of dry 
Ca(OH)2(s) and 2.0 g of dioxanone were added to a 25 ml round bottom flask.  The flask 
was then fitted with a gas adapter.  Next, the reaction mixture was placed under a positive 
pressure of flowing N2(g) and submerged in a 125 
o
C oil bath.  The reaction was allowed 
to proceed for 24 hrs before being removed from the oil bath.  The melt polymerization 
of dioxanone typically proceeds to about 80% completion, so the crude product typically 
contains a large fraction of monomer.
5
 This was also found to be true for my 
polymerizations of dioxanone.  Fortunately, removal of the excess monomer can be 
accomplished in one simple step because dioxanone is easily sublimed at room 
temperature under vacuum.  I was able to obtain a relatively pure sample of 
polydioxanone by powdering my crude reaction product and placing it in a sublimator 
pumping the vessel down to a vacuum of approximately 50 millitorr.  The temperature of 
the circulating coolant in the sublimator cold finger was set to -5 
o
C and the entire 
sublimator assembly was then placed into a 35 
o
C oil bath.  The sample was allowed to 
sublime for 24 hours, after which time, 
1
H NMR indicated that all monomer had been 
removed from the crude reaction mixture.  The resulting polymer product was used to 
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make chemical shift assignments for the protons on the internal polymer chain.  In order 
to identify polymer end groups, a low molecular weight sample of polymer was made.  
To this end 2.0 g of dioxanone were mixed with 0.500 g of dry Ca(OH)2(s) and reacted at 
125 
o
C under nitrogen.  The large number of hydroxide initiators led to a large number of 
short polymer chains.  Since each chain has a hydroxyl end group, the number of these 
end groups must increase as well.  I was able to assign the end groups by identifying 
NMR peaks or sets of peaks that increased in proportion to the internal proton peaks.  
(Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4)  With the NMR assignments in hand for the monomer and the 
polymer, necessary assignments now made for monomer, polymer and hydroxyl end 
group, the mole fraction of dioxanone, Mt can be determined using the following 
formula, 
    
  
           
       (5.1) 
where IM is the integrated area for the dioxanone monomer, IP is the integrated area for 
the internal polymer protons, and IA is the integrated area for the alcohol end group.  The 
values obtained from the integrals of the three chosen peaks were entered into an Excel® 
spreadsheet for further processing and plotting (Table 5.1). 
Hydroxyapatite is not the only ceramic material that has application in hard tissue 
replacement.  Bioglasses have been used for several decades as a bioceramic for bone 
adhesion (Figure 5.5).
6-12
  All bioglasses contain nucleophilic species such as oxides and 
hydroxides in high loading. Consequently, their surfaces are quite effective in initiating 
the ring opening polymerization of cyclic lactones. The composition of the particular 
bioglass that I used is 45S5 and is shown in Table 5.2.   To investigate the potential of   
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Bioglass 
Designation  
SiO2  
P2O5  
CaO 
 
Na2O 
45S5 
 
45.0 
 
6.0 
 
24.5 
 
24.5 
42S5.6 
 
46.1 
 
2.6 
 
29.0 
 
26.3 
46S5.2 
 
46.1 
 
2.6 
 
26.9 
 
24.4 
49S4.9 
 
49.1 
 
2.6 
 
25.3 
 
23.8 
52S4.6 
 
52.1 
 
2.6 
 
23.8 
 
21.5 
60S3.8 
 
60.1 
 
2.6 
 
19.6 
 
17.7 
55S4.3 
 
55.0 
 
6.0 
 
19.5 
 
19.5 
 
Table 5.2  Common bioglass formulation showing the molar percentages of each 
component  
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creating a bioglass-polymer composite material, I performed three kinetics experiments 
in which the L-lactide to bioglass ratio was changed.  The first used a mixture of L- 
lactide and bioglass in a 4 to 1 ratio, the second used a 15 to 1 ratio of L-lactide to 
bioglass, and the third used a 31 to 1 ratio.  When    
  
  
 is plotted versus time for the 
desired kinetics experiments with L-lactide a straight line is obtained with slope of kapp.  
The surface area of the bioglass was also measured. About 4.0 g of sample was used to 
assure that there was at least a minimum of 10 m
2
 of area to be measured.   
One of the most commercially common bioresorbable polymers used in resorbable 
sutures and fixation devices consists of a single polymer that is made from 82% 
polylactide and 18% polyglycolide.  To investigate the feasibility of using a mix of 
monomers to synthesize this copolymer, I attempted to use bioglass to polymerize a 
homogeneous mixture of 82% L-lactide and 18% glycolide.  A description of the 
preparation of the mixture and the attempted preparation of copolymer follows below.  
Glycolide and L-lactide are water and oxygen sensitive.  To prepare the desired monomer 
mixture, 82 g of L-lactide and 18 g of glycolide were placed into a beaker and slowly 
heated to melting in a N2(g) glove box.  Once the mixture melted it was stirred briefly to 
ensure complete mixing.  It was quickly removed from the heat source and allowed to 
cool.  After solidifying, the mixture was powdered in a mortar and pestle.  The monomer 
ratio was verified by 
1
H NMR using chemical shift assignments established in previous 
chapters. (Figure 5.6)  To identify the chemical shifts attributed to the glycolide portion 
of the polymer, I purchased a commercial sample of a 50% PLA-50% PGA polymer and  
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characterized it with 
1
H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 5.7).  Peak assignments were taken 
from literature references.
13-16
 To characterize the polymerization reaction with a mixed 
monomer system, I placed the 82% L-lactide / 18% glycolide mixture in reaction vessel 
with bioglass in a 15 to 1 mass ratio.  This reaction was run at 125 
o
C under a positive 
pressure of flowing N2(g).  Several aliquots were taken during the reaction for 
1
H NMR 
analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
The FTIR spectra for hydroxyapatite sintered at 600 
o
C, 650 
o
C, 675 
o
C and 700 
o
C in air 
for 16 hours show that as the temperature is raised, the amount of carbonate remaining in 
the sample decreases as the amount of hydroxide increases. This process continues until 
no carbonate remains (Figure 5.8).  This is the same pattern that was seen during the 
sintering experiments performed at 100 
o
C intervals.  My results show that there was a 
great deal more hydroxide present after sintering at 675 
o
C than there was after sintering 
at 600 
o
C.  Still more was present when the bone was sintered  at 700 
o
C.  The 
crystallinity of the samples also increases as the temperature is increased.  When the 
surface areas were measured, a general trend of decreasing surface area with increasing 
temperature was revealed.  When sintering hydroxyapatite at 675 
o
C, the surface area is 
17.69 m
2
/g.  This is over four times the surface area of the sample sintered at 700 
o
C 
(Table 5.3).  At 675 
o
C, there is a large increase in hydroxide and the surface area still 
remains relatively high. 
Results of the dimensional analysis study reveal that the shrinkage and mass loss for 
samples sintered at 600 
o
C to 675 
o
C remain relatively constant at 3 to 4% shrinkage and   
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Table 5.3.  Tabulated dimensional analysis data for bovine bone plugs sintered in air and 
in vacuum 
 
  
Sintering 
Temperature 
(
o
C)
Sintering 
Time 
(hrs)
Sintering 
Atmosphere
Volume Loss 
(%)
Mass Loss 
(%)
Surface Area 
(m
2
/g)
700 16 Vacuum 5.89% 8.33% 21.38
700 16 Air 13.06% 7.50% 4.79
675 16 Vacuum 3.85% 6.91% 26.89
675 16 Air 5.48% 6.51% 17.69
650 16 Vacuum 3.05% 6.62% 35.06
650 16 Air 3.25% 6.42% 33.88
600 16 Vacuum 3.20% 6.60% 51.11
600 16 Air 3.41% 6.45% 46.80
600 192 Vacuum 4.44% 7.36% 41.33
600 192 Air 12.95% 8.80% 13.90
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6 to 7% mass loss.  These are all well below the values obtained at 700 
o
C.  The mass loss 
was also confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis (Figure 5.9).  It is noteworthy that the 
combination of high hydroxide content, reasonably high surface area, stable dimensions, 
and retention of some carbonate, make a sintering temperature of 675 
o
C at 16 hours an 
excellent set of conditions for the production of PLLA-HA composite materials. When  
   
  
  
 versus time is plotted for the kinetics reaction run with HA sintered at 675 
o
C for 
16 hours in air, the results can be fit to a straight line with excellent correlation (Figure 
5.10).  This indicates that the pseudo-first order rate relationship is valid for this reaction.  
From the slope of the line a rate constant of 3.72 ± 0.03 x 10
-6
s
-1
 is obtained.  This value 
is roughly half of the value of 7.52 ± 0.04 x 10
-6
s
-1
 calculated for the reaction performed 
with HA sintered at 700 
o
C in air.  Normalizing the rate constant for surface area gives a 
    
  
⁄  value of 2.1 x 10-8 g/sm2 which is much lower than the 1.66 x 10-7 g/sm2 
calculated for 700 
o
C.  These normalized values show that even though the surface area is 
larger for the 675 
o
C sample, it much less reactive than the 700 
o
C sample.  Since the 
FTIR spectrum shows that there is still carbonate present at 675 
o
C, the nucleophile 
concentration has probably not risen to sufficient quantities to afford a fast reaction rate. 
Several literature sources describe the sintering of hydroxyapatites in different 
atmospheres.  Carbon dioxide is sometimes used to inhibit the decomposition of 
carbonate to oxide or hydroxide, and highly humid air is used to increase the rate of 
surface area change.
17, 18
  To explore these phenomena with extracted bone, I sintered 
powdered bone samples under a hard vacuum at the same temperatures chosen   
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previously.  For these samples FTIR spectra reveal that the atmosphere clearly influences 
the chemical composition of the sintered bone (Figures 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14).   
For the four sintering temperatures examined, it is clear that the amount of hydroxide 
present in the samples sintered in air is much higher than any other.  Using the libration at 
632 cm
-1
 as an indicator shows that samples sintered in air contain levels of hydroxide 
that increase with increased temperature.  For the samples sintered under vacuum, no 
appreciable libration peak can be seen until the temperature is raised to 700 
o
C, and even 
then the libration is barely discernable.  When comparing analogous samples sintered in 
air and in vacuum, I saw no differences in the amount of carbonate present in the FTIR 
spectra.  At 700 
o
C, all carbonate is lost when sintering under vacuum.  The XRD 
patterns reveal a reflection at 37.5
o
 in the 700 
o
C and 675 
o
C samples indicating that 
instead of forming hydroxide, sintering under vacuum favors the formation of oxide from 
the decomposition of carbonate (Figure 5.15).  As deduced from Equation 2.12, this lack 
of hydroxide is most likely due to the lack of water during sintering. 
Surface area measurements carried out on vacuum sintered samples show that the rate of 
decrease in specific surface area is not as pronounced when compared to samples sintered 
in air (Table 5.3).  This is most likely due to the absence of available water. Heughebaert 
et. al. report that crystal morphology and grain size growth is facilitated by vapor phase 
water.
17, 19, 20
 It is logical to infer that if water were not present, then the crystal 
remodeling would not happen at such an increased rate.  Since water is necessary for the 
formation of hydroxide instead of oxide, then sintering under vacuum should yield a 
hydroxyapatite that is high in surface area and rich in oxide.  This hypothesis is   
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confirmed by the presence of the 37.5
o
 reflection corresponding to an oxide phase in the 
XRD pattern, the lack of any sizeable peak at 632 cm
-1
 for the hydroxide libration, and 
the noticeably higher surface areas measured for vacuum sintered samples.   
When comparing the results from the dimensional analysis study for bone plugs sintered 
in vacuum to those sintered at identical temperatures in air, I observed that the dimension 
change and mass loss are similar at low temperatures.  As the temperature rises the 
differences between sintering in air and sintering in vacuum become more pronounced.  
The mass changes and volume changes for samples sintered at 600 
o
C and 650 
o
C are 
essentially the same.  At 675 
o
C these values begin to diverge, and at 700 
o
C the 
shrinkage when sintering in air is almost triple the shrinkage when the samples are 
sintered in vacuum, and the mass loss doubles from roughly 0.4% to 0.8%. 
When a standard kinetics reaction was run using powdered HA that was sintered at 700 
o
C under vacuum, I observed the usual pseudo-first order relationship when plotting 
   
  
  
 versus time (Figure 5.16).  The previously determined rate constant for HA 
sintered at 700 
o
C in air is 7.52 ± 0.04 x 10
-6
s
-1
.  The rate constant obtained for the 
vacuum sintered sample is 6.3 ± 0.2 x 10
-6
s
-1
, which is slightly slower than the air 
sintered sample, even though the surface area is over five times higher.  When the rate 
constants are normalized for surface area, the 
  pp
  
⁄  for samples sintered in air is 1.66 
x 10
-7
 g/sm
2
 but for samples sintered in vacuum the number drops to 2.8 x 10
-8
 g/sm
2
.  
These changes show that the surface in air sintered samples is far more reactive than that 
of the vacuum sintered material.  
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From the spectroscopic analyses, surface area measurements, and the kinetics results it is 
clear that even though sintering HA under vacuum yields a material with much greater 
specific surface area, it may not be suitable for making a polymer-HA composite due to 
the reduced reactivity of the surface.  It appears that the sintering temperature should be 
kept below 700 
o
C to ensure that a high surface area can be maintained while allowing for 
suitable decomposition of carbonate to hydroxide thereby making the pseudo first order 
rate constant large enough such that the polymerization reaction is complete in a 
reasonable period of time. 
The kinetics for the polymerization of dioxanone, L-lactide, DL-lactide, and -
caprolactone all appear to be first order in mole fraction of monomer. When powdered 
bovine bone (sintered in air at 700 
o
C for 16 hours) was used to initiate the 
polymerization of these monomers, plots of    
  
  
 versus time produced linear 
relationships that are indicative of systems that obey first order kinetics (Figure 
5.17)(Table 5.4)  L-lactide and DL-lactide have essentially equivalent rates of 
polymerization, which should be expected since DL-lactide is a racemic mixture of L-
lactide and D-lactide.  Hydroxyls should show no preference for attacking the carbonyl 
carbon in either the D or L isomer, since both adopt a pseudo chair conformation making 
the electrophilic carbon equally open to attack in each enantiomer.
21, 22
 Of these four 
monomers, dioxanone exhibits the fastest rate of polymerization and -caprolactone the 
slowest. 
When plotting    
  
  
 versus time for the reaction of L-lactide with bioglass in mass 
ratios of 4 to 1, 15 to 1 and 31 to 1, I observed a linear relationship that is indicative of  
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Table 5.4.  Kinetic rate constants for the polymerizations reactions of dioxanone, -
caprolactone, L-lactide, and DL-lactide with powdered bovine hydroxyapatite sintered at 
700 
o
C in air for 16 hours.  In all cases, a 4:1 mass ratio of monomer to HA was used. 
  
Monomer
1,4-dioxan-2-one 283.2 ± 5.4 5.91 ± 0.14
-caprolactone 36.2 ± 0.1 0.76 ± 0.01
L-lactide 75.2 ± 0.4 1.57 ± 0.01
DL-lactide 71.1 ± 0.4 1.48 ± 0.01
kapp                         
(10
-7
 s
-1
)
      
  pp
  
⁄ (
g
 m 
⁄  
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first order kinetics.  Of all of the nucleophilic surfaces examined, bioglass exhibited the 
highest surface activity.  Given the apparent first order rate constant of  4.84 ± 0.07 x 10
-5
 
s
-1 
and a specific surface area of 8.57 ± 0.64 m
2
/g, 
    
  
⁄  for the bioglass is 5.65 ± 0.12 
x 10
-6 
g/sm
2
, making the normalized first order rate constant larger than for any other 
system I examined. (Figure 5.18)(Table 5.5).  
Interpretations of the kinetics results for the mixed monomer experiment are more 
complicated than simply plotting     
  
  
 versus time. From the 
1
H NMR peak integrals it 
is still possible to obtain meaningful data and gain an understanding of how the reaction 
is taking place (Table 5.6).  The first relationship that can be studied is the decrease of 
total monomer as the reaction proceeds.  Using the integrals obtained from the 
1
H NMR 
spectra a formula for the total mole fraction of monomers can be written as 
                     (5.2) 
Where Mmono is the mole fraction of all monomers, Ml is the mole fraction of L-lactide, 
and Mg is the mole fraction of glycolide. The mole fraction of L-lactide can be calculated 
as 
    
  
           
        
 
        (5.3) 
and the mole fraction of glycolide can be calculated as 
    
  
 
           
        
 
      (5.4) 
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Table 5.5.  Kinetic rate constants for the reaction of L-lactide with bioglass in 4:1, 15:1, 
and 31:1 monomer to initiator ratios. 
  
L-lactide to 
Bioglass Mass 
Ratio
4:1 4.84 ± 0.07 5.65 ± 0.12
15:1 2.31 ± 0.05 2.70 ± 0.07
31:1 1.22 ± 0.03 1.43 ± 0.05
kapp                  
(10
-5
s
-1
)   
    
  pp
  
⁄ (
g
 m 
⁄  
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in a similar manner to that used in chapter 2 where integrated areas from the 
1
H NMR 
spectra were used to calculate relative proton abundances.  The integrated area terms in 
equations 5.3 and 5.4 are defined as follows, glycolide monomer (Ig), L-lactide monomer 
(Il), PLLA (IPLLA), and PGA (IPGA).  Recall equation 2.8 where IP for PLLA is defined.  
For the purposes of this mixed monomer system IPLLA = IP from equation 2.8.  An 
analogous equation for PGA was needed that accounted for the internal polymer protons 
(     ) as well as the carboxylate (     ) and alcohol (     ) end groups. 
                             (5.5) 
All integrated areas obtained for the glycolide monomer and for PGA need to be divided 
by two because there are two methylene protons that are analogous to the single methine 
proton used for PLLA and L-lactide. 
When examining the mole fraction of glycolide as the reaction progressed, I saw it 
decreased at a rate much greater than that of the L-lactide.  When plotting     
  
  
 versus 
time for both monomers a linear relation is seen in each instance, I obtained pseudo-first 
order rate constants of 14.44 ± 0.66 x 10
-5
s
-1
 for glycolide and 2.00 ± 0.07 x 10
-5
s
-1
 for L-
lactide (Figures 5.19 and 5.20).  This shows that glycolide is almost an order of 
magnitude more reactive than L-lactide.   
If we consider only the monomers in the reaction mixture, the mole fraction of L-lactide 
(Xl) and glycolide (Xg) can be defined as shown in equations 5.6 and 5.7 where 
    
  
    
  
 
        (5.6) 
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and 
    
  
 
    
  
 
        (5.7) 
can be seen to decrease until it becomes barely imperceptible by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy.   
By definition the sum of all monomers is one. 
                 (5.8) 
Over time Xl rapidly approaches one while Xg approaches zero. (Figure 5.21)  The 
glycolide in the reaction mixture is nearly completely consumed before the L-lactide is.  
This result agrees with the measured rate constants for each monomer.   
At t = 0, the starting mole fractions of L-lactide and glycolide should be 0.82 and 0.18 
respectively, but the observed values were measured to be 0.916 for L-lactide and 0.084 
for glycolide.  This deviation from the theoretical value is most likely due to the extreme 
reactivity of glycolide.   In the time scale on which the first sample aliquot could be 
taken, a significant fraction of the glycolide had ring opened.  The kinetics of this event is 
not accessible given the manner in which the experiment was executed.  It is clear that 
some of these glycolide ring opening events occurred during the time in which the 
reaction mixture is warmed and completely melted.  
A consequence of the difference in reactivities of L-lactide and glycolide is that the 
polymer created at long times is not a mixture of PLLA with regular intervals of PGA but 
rather a polymer that is weighted toward high fractions of PGA at the carboxylate end 
and high fractions of PLLA at the alcohol end.  At long reaction times the polymer  
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structure on the alcohol end approaches that of pure PLLA.  This result is directly 
relevant to the resorption of the polymer when placed in biological systems.  The PGA 
ester and the PLLA ester do not hydrolyze at the same rate.  This should lead to different 
degradation patterns and fragmentation that could affect the physical strength of 
composites manufactured using this method. 
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Chapter Six 
Physical Properties of Composite Devices Created from a Bioresorbable Polymer and 
Bovine Derived Hydroxyapatite 
Introduction and Background 
As described in earlier chapters of this thesis, the use of hydroxyapatite to initiate the ring 
opening polymerization of lactones can be controlled through the HA sintering time and 
sintering temperature, which influence the specific surface area and chemical 
composition of the surface.  Control of these parameters is only part of the puzzle when 
attempting to make a material for replacement of hard tissues.  The morphologies of these 
materials are often complex. As a result, biomechanical efficacy is not certain a priori.  
However, it is possible to screen the materials for possible biomechanical efficacy of a 
device by determining the mechanical properties of the materials themselves.   To that 
end, in this chapter I provide a discussion of compression and torsional properties 
measured for the samples I prepared. 
The compressive strength of materials is measured by applying a force to a section of the 
sample material such that the dimensions of the sample along one axis are decreased.  A 
load cell is used to record the force applied to the sample as a function of the distance 
between the surfaces of the load cell.  Ceramic-polymer composites such as the type 
prepared from bone and resorbable polyester polymers are usually treated as brittle 
materials, such as glass or concrete, rather than being treated as flexible materials such as 
elastomers or plasticized polymers. (Figure 6.1)  In graphical presentations of data from 
such tests, strain is plotted on the x-axis in units of travel distance over sample height.   
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Stress is plotted on the y-axis.  Stress is reported in pressure units since it is defined as 
the applied force divided by the sample’s cross-sectional area.  The linear region of the 
stress strain curve is the elastic region.  In the elastic region the sample will return to its 
original shape if the load is removed.  The slope of the stress-strain curve in this linear 
region is defined as the elastic modulus, which has units of pressure.  The apex of the 
stress-strain curve (the point where the derivative of the stress with respect to strain is 
zero) is the maximum stress a sample can withstand before failure.  One characteristic of 
brittle materials is a clearly defined failure point, sometimes referred to as the point of 
catastrophic failure, where the sample usually breaks into several smaller shards.  For 
failure to happen the downward force FD must exceed the critical force, FC, inherent in 
the sample where FC is defined as 
    
                                      
               
     (6.1) 
The equation can be rewritten for cylindrical samples as 
    
     
  
         (6.2) 
where E is the elastic modulus, r is the radius, and h is the sample height.
1-3
 
Modulus can be thought of as the resistance to deformation.  Brittle samples generally 
have higher moduli than elastomeric materials.  For later comparison to the mechanical 
properties of my materials, it is useful to note that the measured compressive strength of 
wet human femoral bone is 167 MPa, and the modulus of elasticity is 17.2 GPa. 
4, 5
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Integrating the area under the stress strain curve gives a value referred to as material 
toughness.  This is the total amount of energy a material can absorb before failure. 
Toughness has units of 
energy
/volume. 
In some applications envisioned for my materials, devices such as pins or screws would 
be subjected to twisting deformations.  Consequently, I measured the torsional properties 
of rods constructed from my composites.  In a typical torsional measurement, one end of 
the rod is fixed in place and a force is applied to a lever arm attached the other end, 
causing the arm to rotate about the axis of the rod. (Figure 6.2)  This produces a force 
called torque that can be defined by the equation 
                 (6.3) 
where  is the torque force in Nm, r is the radius, and F is the force applied 
perpendicularly to the lever arm.  The torque equation can also be rewritten for static 
systems to yield 
              (6.4) 
where F is the force applied perpendicularly to the radial vector. The sin  term 
becomes   
 
 
, which is one, simplifying the equation.  This treatment is theoretically 
valid for samples that are either fixed at both ends or free to rotate at both ends.  Stress 
strain curves for torsion can be generated analogously to those for compression. (Figure 
6.3)    In the actual measurements I performed, one end of a sample rod was fixed in a 
static jaw and the other was attached to a drive motor to twist the sample.  A load cell 
was mounted on the stationary end to measure the torque when the sample was twisted.   
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For this particular geometry, the equations introduced above must be expanded to 
account for the height of the test sample.  This equation is 
   
  
  
         (6.5) 
for cylindrical rods where L is the sample length, J is the polar moment of inertia of the 
section around its center,  is twist angle,  is the measured torque in the sample, and G 
is the modulus of rigidity or shear modulus.
2, 6, 7
  Higher moduli are associated with 
stiffer or more brittle samples.
3, 7
  J is defined as 
   
   
  
         (6.6) 
where D is the outside diameter of the shaft. 
The modulus of rigidity for the sample can be calculated using a rearranged form of 
equation 6.5, i.e., equation 6.7.  
   
  
 
          (6.7) 
The modulus of rigidity for the sample can be calculated from the slope of the stress 
strain curve obtained when T is plotted versus , as shown in Figure 6.3. 
Although there is no torsional data available for bioresorbable polymer-hydroxyapatite 
composites such as those I have produced from bovine cortical bone, data does exist for 
some commercially available fixation screws.  All of the screws are made completely of 
resorbable polymer with no mineral filler or metal substructure.
8
  The screws studied 
were between 7 and 10 mm in diameter and as would be expected the screws with larger 
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diameter required a higher torque before failure.  Screws with a 9 mm diameter or higher 
had a maximum torque at failure of roughly 2.5 to 3.0 Nm and the smaller screws with a 
diameter of 7 mm fail at about 1.1 to 1.75 Nm.  Modulus of rigidity was not reported for 
either bone or the tested fixation screws. 
Polymers often exhibit different properties depending on the rate at which a force is 
applied.  These are called viscoelastic properties.
13
  All non-Newtonian fluids exhibit 
such properties.  If the stress is applied quickly then the material will respond as a solid, 
but if the stress is applied slowly the sample will respond as a liquid.  A material that 
exemplifies this property is Silly Putty®, which is a low molecular weight silicone 
polymer.  If the material is pulled slowly, it will stretch and sag.  If the material is pulled 
quickly it resists flow and breaks cleanly instead.  This has consequences when designing 
orthopaedic implants, since the force loading is not constant.  The loading of a device 
implanted in the leg is much faster when a recipient is running as opposed to standing in 
place.    
Polymer molecular weights for the devices tested were also measured.  Two specific 
mathematic treatments of molecular weight were used in the characterizations.  The first 
is the number average molecular weight (Mn), which is defined as 
    
∑    
∑  
         (6.8) 
This is the arithmetic average of all molecular weights of the polymer chains present in 
the polymerized bone plug.
9
  The second is the weight average molecular weight (Mw).
9
  
It is defined mathematically as 
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∑  
   
∑    
         (6.9) 
and is best described as the contribution that any one molecular weight has toward the 
total molecular weight.  The ratio of the different averages is called the polydispersity 
index (PDI) and is defined as 
     
  
  
         (6.10) 
PDI is a measure of the distribution of molecular weight of the polymer chains in the 
polymer mixture.  A PDI of 1 means that there is no distribution in the polymer chains 
and that they are all exactly the same molecular weight.  A large PDI means that there is 
a large distribution in molecular weights. 
Experimental 
Chemicals:  Deuterated chloroform (CDCl3, 99.8% D from Sigma-Aldrich), deuterated 
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (C2D2Cl4, 99.5% D from Sigma-Aldrich), 1,4-dioxan-2-one 
(Dioxanone, DX, from Ethicon), -caprolactone (CL, 99% from Fluka), ethylene diamine 
(99% from Sigma Aldrich), were used as purchased from the respective supplier.  L-
lactide (from Purac) was sublimed at 90 °C and then transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere 
glove box for further use.  Biologic hydroxyapatite was derived from bovine femur 
(Premium Protein Products in Lincoln, Nebraska). 
Methodology:  Biologically derived hydroxyapatite bone plugs, were prepared by 
extracting bovine bone and then sintering it as described on page 47 in Chapter 2. (Figure 
6.4) Plugs were machined into cylinders by the method set forth in chapter 3 on page 124.  
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The next step in creating specimens for compression or torsional testing was to sinter the 
extracted bone plugs in a manner that best duplicates methods used to sinter powder 
samples.  Extracted bone plugs, were placed into crucibles and then the crucibles were 
placed into a preheated muffle furnace and allowed to sinter in air for a specified time.  
The plugs were allowed to cool in a vacuum desiccator under vacuum at 50 millitorr.  
The plugs were then transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box.  
Some samples were also sintered under vacuum.  Roughly 7 bone plugs were placed into 
a ½ inch inner diameter quartz tube.  The tube was then directly attached to a vacuum 
pump and placed under vacuum at 50 millitorr.  The tube was then lowered into the 
preheated muffle furnace until all of the plugs were well into the chamber.  
Approximately 9 inches of quartz tube was left to protrude from the top of the furnace.  
This allowed for the vacuum tube to stay cool and not compromise the seal.  The plugs 
were then sintered for a specified time.  The sintered plugs were transferred into a 
vacuum desiccator and cooled under hard vacuum at 50 millitorr.  The plugs were then 
transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box. 
The sintered plugs were then placed into small pieces of PTFE tubing which acted as a 
sleeve around the plug.  The plug and sleeve were then placed into a 12 mm outer 
diameter, medium wall glass tube that is approximately 12 inches long.  To this, roughly 
1.3 times the mass of the plug of the desired monomer was added.  A ¾ inch piece of 
latex tubing was fitted over the top of the glass tube.  A pinch clamp was placed on the 
latex tube to seal it.  The entire setup was transferred out of the box and attached to a 
vacuum manifold.  The piece of latex tubing was placed over the brass nipple on the 
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vacuum manifold and the pinch clamp was slowly removed to expose the interior of the 
glass tube to vacuum.  Removing the pinch clamp too quickly causes the monomer to be 
pulled into the manifold.  The lower two inches of the tube were immersed in liquid 
nitrogen to ensure that excess heat from sealing the tube would not affect the monomer or 
bone plug.  The tube was allowed to evacuate for five to ten minutes after submersion.  
An oxy/acetylene torch was used to seal the glass tube so that the monomer and bone 
plug were under vacuum.  The torch was used to put two small indentions on opposite 
sides of the tube so that the plug could not slide past the center point of the tube after 
sealing.  The tube was then placed into a 130 °C convection oven for L-lactide so that the 
bone plug was completely surrounded by molten monomer.  As soon as the viscosity of 
the excess monomer had thickened to the point where it had the consistency of honey, a 
period which averaged approximately 4 days for samples sintered at 700 °C for 16 hours, 
the tube was inverted to allow the excess to run to the bottom while the plug remained 
suspended at the indentions.  The polymerization reaction was then allowed to run to 
completion.  The tube was taken out of the oven and allowed to cool to room 
temperature.  If the polymer runoff cooled and was cloudy, due to excess monomer 
content, then the tube was placed back into the oven to continue to react.  If the polymer 
runoff cooled into a clear solid, this was an indication that the reaction had run to 
completion.  Once the bone plugs were finished reacting they were removed from the 
oven, the tubes were cracked open, and the plugs were removed from their PTFE sleeves. 
Compressive properties for the polymer-HA composite cylinders were obtained on an 
Instron 5967 with a 30 kN load cell. Instrument control, data acquisition, and data 
processing were performed by Blue Hill version 2.23 proprietary software.  Samples were 
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prepared for compression testing by machining the polymerized bone plugs on a 
Colchester-Clausing lathe.  The rotation speed was set to 800 rpm and the plugs were 
machined into cylinders with a 1 to 2 diameter to height ratio.  The shavings from the 
machining process were collected and saved for further characterization.  The cross head 
speed for testing was 1.0 
mm
/min for standard testing.  Raw bone samples were machined 
into cylinders on a lathe with a 1 to 2 diameter to height ratio from cut bone plugs and 
tested as machined. 
  Compression tests were run on machined composite cylinders with crosshead speeds of 
0.5 
mm
/min and 2.0 
mm
/min to explore the viscoelastic properties of a polymer-HA 
composite. 
Torsional studies were performed on an Instron MT1 fitted with a 200 in-lb torque load 
cell. Instrument control, data processing, and data acquisition were performed by Partner 
version 8.4d proprietary software. Specimens for torsional testing were prepared on a 
Colchester-Clausing lather set at 800 rpm.  The plugs were machined into cylinders with 
a recess cut out of the center (Figure 6.5).  This recess was the weakest portion of the 
sample, consequently the dimensions of the recess were used as the test specimen 
dimensions.  (Figure 6.5)  The turn rate for testing was 0.5 
rev
/min.  Raw bone samples 
were machined on a lathe in the same manner as the polymerized plugs and were tested 
as machined. 
Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was employed to determine the polymer 
molecular weights of the devices used in compression and torsion testing.  GPC is a 
chromatographic separation technique based on the hydrodynamic volume of the analyte.  
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Figure 6.5.  Representative diagram of devices used for torsional testing 
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Smaller molecules are trapped in the pores in the stationary phase while larger molecules 
remain in the mobile phase and pass through the column.  For molecular weight 
determinations of PLLA the mobile phase was tetrahydrofuran (THF).  The instrument 
was a Viscotek VE2001 GPCmax with a Jordi Gel DVB 10,000A column heated to 35 
°C in an Eldex CH-150 column heater.  The exclusion limit of the column was 400,000 
Da.  The detector was a VE3580 refractive index detector also manufactured by Viscotek.  
The flow rate was 1.0 
ml
/min.  Polystyrene standards with molecular weights from 1,000 
Da to 150,000 Da with polydispersity indices of less than 1.2 were used to build a 
requisite calibration curve.  A second order fit was used to construct the calibration curve. 
(Figure 6.6)  
Results and Discussion 
Compression and torsion tests were run on raw bone to establish a base line.  (Figures 6.7 
and 6.8)  The modulus of elasticity for raw bovine cortical bone was measured to be 13.5 
± 0.9 GPa.  This is slightly lower than the literature reported for human femoral bone of 
17.2 GPa.  The compressive strength of tested bovine samples was 291 ± 23 MPa, which 
is higher than the value reported of 167 MPa for human bone. (Table 6.1) 
The modulus of rigidity for raw bovine bone was measured as 3.91 ± 0.80 GPa.  The 
bone samples exhibited the traditional brittle failure in both compression and torsion.  
These values are used as the basis for comparison for the polymer composite devices 
created.  For a relative scale, the shear modulus of steel is a 79.3 GPa and it exhibits a 
brittle failure.  Polyethylene has a shear modulus of 0.117 GPa but its failure mode is 
elastic.  
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Sample
Height 
(mm)
Diameter 
(mm)
Compressive 
Strength (MPa)
Modulus of 
Elasticity (GPa)
1 11.85 5.87 303 13.7
2 11.75 5.89 301 14.3
3 12.13 5.96 309 14.5
4 11.97 6.05 243 12.1
5 11.53 5.70 308 13.9
6 10.96 5.42 296 12.8
7 10.57 5.55 279 13.0
Average 291 13.5
Standard Deviation 23 0.9
Sample
Height 
(mm)
Diameter 
(mm)
Peak Torque 
(Nm)
Modulus of 
Rigidity (GPa)
1 11.63 4.93 1.389 3.65
2 8.77 4.63 1.359 3.18
3 10.65 5.10 1.575 2.88
4 9.63 4.84 1.200 2.26
5 11.13 5.06 1.635 4.36
6 10.85 5.13 2.056 4.42
7 9.44 4.95 2.174 3.84
8 7.27 3.88 0.903 4.93
9 11.29 4.83 1.678 4.58
10 10.07 4.59 1.128 4.33
11 9.66 4.85 1.795 3.85
12 5.49 3.69 0.731 4.63
Average 1.469 3.91
Standard Deviation 0.437 0.80
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.1.  Tabulated compressive and torsional data for raw bovine bone samples 
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Compression testing for bone plugs that were sintered at 700 °C for 16 hours in air and 
then polymerized, yielded a compressive strength of 194 ± 26 MPa and an elastic 
modulus of 8.85 ± 0.49 MPa when tested with a cross head speed of 1.0 
mm
/min.  (Table 
6.2)  The compression value is lower than the initial raw bovine cortical bone, but it is 
notable that this value exceeds accepted values for human cortical bone.  The elastic 
modulus is much lower than that of either the raw bovine bone or the reported values for 
human bone. 
Composite devices created from bone plugs sintered for 16 hours at 675 °C in air gave a 
compressive strength of 212 ± 62 MPa and an elastic modulus of 13.2 ± 1.7 GPa when 
tested with a cross head speed of 1.0 
mm
/min. (Table 6.3)   The compressive strength is not 
statistically different than that of the 700 °C samples but the elastic modulus is much 
higher. 
Polymerized bone plugs were also made from samples sintered at 600 °C for 8 days in 
vacuum.  The extended sintering time was necessary to remove all the carbonaceous 
organic material.  The compressive strength of these samples was 213 ± 65 MPa and the 
elastic modulus was 12.7 ± 0.8 GPa. (Table 6.4)  These values are not statistically 
different than those obtained for the samples sintered at 675 °C. 
Torsion tests were also performed on devices manufactured from bovine bone plugs 
sintered at the three afore mentioned sets of conditions.  Plugs sintered at 700 °C for 16 
hours in air yielded devices with a modulus of rigidity of 3.13 ± 0.65 GPa.  This value is 
slightly lower than the value for wet bovine bone.  The samples sintered at 675 °C for 16 
hours in air gave devices with a modulus of rigidity of 3.98 ± 1.14 GPa.  This mean value 
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Table 6.2.  Tabulated compressive and torsional data for PLLA-HA devices made from 
bovine bone plugs sintered at 700 °C for 16 hours in air 
  
Sample
Height 
(mm)
Diameter 
(mm)
Compressive 
Strength (MPa)
Modulus of 
Elasticity (GPa)
Mn (Da) Mw (Da) PDI
1 12.15 6.28 217 9.00 4,600 8,600 1.9
2 12.01 6.29 217 8.61 4,200 8,400 2.0
3 12.73 6.23 167 9.28 3,000 5,800 1.9
4 11.18 6.28 226 9.06 4,100 7,500 1.8
5 10.53 6.30 160 7.73 4,400 7,700 1.8
6 12.03 6.29 171 8.42 4,600 8,600 1.9
7 12.05 6.28 169 8.90 4,100 7,100 1.7
8 11.86 6.27 225 9.21 2,000 4,100 2.1
9 11.80 6.26 202 9.33 4,000 7,900 2.0
10 11.65 6.29 181 8.97 4,400 9,000 2.0
Average 194 8.85 3,900 7,500 1.9
Standard Deviation 26 0.49 820 1,500 0.1
Sample
Height 
(mm)
Diameter 
(mm)
Peak Torque 
(Nm)
Modulus of 
Rigidity (GPa)
Mn (Da) Mw (Da) PDI
1 8.12 4.43 0.484 2.55 4,400 8,900 2.0
2 8.72 4.61 0.540 2.44 5,000 9,100 1.8
3 8.12 5.03 0.428 3.32 3,100 7,100 2.3
4 8.19 4.65 0.552 3.36 3,900 7,300 1.9
5 8.84 4.62 0.674 3.51 4,700 8,600 1.8
6 7.78 4.66 0.424 4.23 5,100 9,200 1.8
7 7.98 4.84 0.343 3.52 2,300 4,500 2.0
8 5.61 5.43 0.826 2.12 3,100 6,800 2.2
9 10.88 5.53 0.868 3.11 4,500 8,500 1.9
Average 0.571 3.13 4,000 7,800 2.0
Standard Deviation 0.183 0.65 980 1,500 0.2
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Table 6.3.  Tabulated compressive and torsional data for PLLA-HA devices made from 
bovine bone plugs sintered at 675 °C for 16 hours in air 
  
Sample
Height 
(mm)
Diameter 
(mm)
Compressive 
Strength (MPa)
Modulus of 
Elasticity (GPa)
Mn (Da) Mw (Da) PDI
1 10.96 5.39 317.08 14.9 3,800 12,000 3.2
2 11.86 5.84 221.89 13.6 4,200 14,000 3.3
3 11.05 5.44 177.06 11.7 4,300 14,000 3.3
4 10.56 5.19 243.6 14.7 5,000 17,000 3.4
5 10.69 5.31 118.75 10.2 4,500 15,000 3.3
6 10.33 5.22 220.47 13.0 3,300 13,000 3.9
7 11.71 5.85 187.52 14.1 4,600 16,000 3.5
Average 212 13.2 4,200 14,000 3.4
Standard Deviation 62 1.7 560 1,700 0.3
Sample
Height 
(mm)
Diameter 
(mm)
Peak Torque 
(Nm)
Modulus of 
Rigidity (GPa)
Mn (Da) Mw (Da) PDI
1 6.13 4.54 0.826 4.23 5,000 19,000 3.8
2 6.7 4.86 0.879 4.25 5,600 17,000 3.0
3 5.73 4.52 0.143 1.79 4,800 16,000 3.3
4 4.97 4.15 0.729 3.51 5,700 19,000 3.3
5 6.8 4.91 0.943 4.67 4,800 15,000 3.1
6 5.45 4.52 0.289 3.23 5,100 16,000 3.1
7 6.48 4.77 0.916 4.60 4,700 15,000 3.2
8 6.78 5.06 1.129 5.58 3,800 13,000 3.4
Average 0.732 3.98 5,000 16,000 3.3
Standard Deviation 0.340 1.14 590 2,000 0.2
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Table 6.4.  Tabulated compressive and torsional data for PLLA-HA devices made from 
bovine bone plugs sintered at 600 °C for 8 days in vacuum 
  
Sample
Height 
(mm)
Diameter 
(mm)
Compressive 
Strength (MPa)
Modulus of 
Elasticity (GPa)
Mn (Da) Mw (Da) PDI
1 9.64 4.85 203 12.9 5,700 31,000 5.4
2 11.62 5.71 234 13.6 6,900 35,000 5.1
3 10.91 5.39 255 12.2 5,500 32,000 5.8
4 11.02 5.40 130 12.5 5,700 26,000 4.6
5 12.05 5.93 307 13.7 5,800 33,000 5.7
6 11.43 5.61 269 11.7 6,200 33,000 5.3
7 11.09 5.43 245 13.0 6,500 32,000 4.9
8 11.78 5.75 133 12.7 6,500 36,000 5.5
9 12.00 5.86 141 11.5 5,800 26,000 4.5
Average 213 12.7 6,100 32,000 5.2
Standard Deviation 65 0.8 480 3,500 0.5
Sample
Height 
(mm)
Diameter 
(mm)
Peak Torque 
(Nm)
Modulus of 
Rigidity (GPa)
Mn (Da) Mw (Da) PDI
1 7.87 5.00 0.494 4.44 5,600 32,000 5.7
2 6.95 4.74 0.189 3.52 6,600 31,000 4.7
3 5.39 5.01 0.863 5.44 6,100 34,000 5.6
4 5.06 4.51 0.575 4.86 6,400 32,000 5.0
5 5.58 4.72 0.597 6.02 5,900 31,000 5.3
6 6.25 4.85 0.491 3.97 5,800 34,000 5.9
Average 0.535 4.71 6,100 32,000 5.4
Standard Deviation 0.217 0.93 380 1,400 0.4
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is more in line with the value for wet bone but the large standard deviation shows that at 
the 95% confidence level it is not statistically different than the value obtained for 
samples sintered at 700 °C.  Finally the samples sintered at 600 °C in vacuum gave a 
modulus of 4.71 ± 0.93 GPa.  This torsional value is higher than the moduli for the other 
PLLA-HA devices produced. 
Standard compression tests were conducted to examine the viscoelastic properties of the 
devices manufactured where the rate at which the stress was applied was varied.  Three 
different crosshead speeds were tested.  Each speed was double the previous speed.  The 
first rate tested was 0.5 
mm
/min.  This tested yielded an elastic modulus of 9.39 ± 1.25 GPa.  
Samples tested at 1.0 
mm
/min and 2.0 
mm
/min gave elastic moduli of 8.85 ± 0.49 GPa and 
8.73 ± 1.50 GPa respectively. (Table 6.5)  All three of these results are statistically 
equivalent showing that PLLA-HA composite material produced will respond to stresses 
applied at different rates in the same manner.  This is important since implants are 
subjected to a variety of loading rates from the lowest that occurs while a recipient is 
standing in place to more severe loading that would result from the recipient running. 
Several sintering treatments for bovine bone plugs were tested with a PLLA reinforcing 
polymer.  
1
H NMR spectroscopy, and molecular weight determinations were performed 
on all samples.  The 
1
H NMR spectra for all PLLA-HA devices manufactured were 
comparable. The percent polymerization (P%) was calculated for all samples and varied 
from 95% to 98% completion. (Figure 6.9) The percent polymerization was calculate by 
    
        
           
           (6.11) 
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GPC analysis of the molecular weights from the devices made by the three different 
sintering methods does show some differences in the methods.  Samples sintered at 700 
°C for 16 hours in air took 7 days to completely polymerize.  Samples sintered at 675 °C 
needed 14 days to react completely, and the samples sintered at 600 °C for 8 days in 
vacuum took 9 weeks to polymerize.  These extended reaction times appear to affect the 
molecular weight distributions of the resulting polymer in the test devices.  The 700 °C 
samples gave a Mn of 4000 ± 800 Da and Mw of 7600 ± 1500 Da for a PDI of 1.9 ± 0.1.  
The samples sintered at 675 °C had a Mn of 4600 ± 660 Da and a Mw of 15,400 ± 2100 
Da which yields a PDI of 3.4 ± 0.2.  For these two sintering conditions the Mn are 
statistically indistinguishable but the Mw values differ by a factor of roughly two.  The 
similar Mn values show that the overall number of polymer chains has not increased 
between the 700 °C and 675 °C samples.  Commutatively this means that the number of 
initiating sites must also be similar.  The large difference in Mw illustrates that there is 
great difference in the molecular weight distributions between the two sample sets.  This 
is also evident from the PDI values. 
From previous chapters it was established that there is a much higher surface area for HA 
sintered at 675 °C for 16 hours than for HA sintered at 700 °C at 16 hours.  It was also 
shown via FTIR that not all of the carbonate had decomposed to hydroxide and oxide at 
675 °C as it had at 700 °C.  This higher surface area, combined with a lower nucleophile 
surface density at 675 °C must result in an overall number of initiation sites that is the 
same for the 700 °C material and the 675 °C material.  The lengthened reaction time 
results in a larger distribution of molecular weights.  This is most likely due to chain 
scission and chain transfer reactions.
14, 15
 (Figure 6.10)  
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The samples sintered at 600 °C under vacuum had a Mn of 6100 ± 430 Da and Mw of 
32,000 ± 2800 Da.  This gives a PDI of 5.3 ± 0.5.  The increased Mn shows that there are 
few initiation sites present in the 600 °C hydroxyapatite than at either the 700 °C or 675 
°C materials.  With longer reaction time came a wider distribution of molecular weights 
as is attested by the PDI value.  From the GPC results it appears that to get higher 
molecular weight, a material with fewer initiation sites must be used, but this also results 
in a slower polymerization reaction which requires more time.  The longer reaction times 
serve to increase the distribution of molecular weights.  This large distribution may have 
consequences for the long term strength of an implant and its resorbability. 
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Chapter Seven 
Preliminary Biologic Compatibility Studies and Early Proof of Concept Prototype 
Devices 
Introduction and Background 
Previous chapters have been concerned with the specifics of understanding variables that 
control lactone ring opening polymerizations initiated by hydroxyapatite derived from 
mammalian bone.  A specific goal was the manipulation of these variables to control the 
physical properties of composite materials. In most cases, the development of orthopedic 
devices prepared from new materials require a series of biocompatibility studies.  
Biocompatibility studies are also important to the possible use of my materials as 
orthopedic devices. 
A set of preliminary cell culture studies were initiated to assess the immunological 
response toward my polymer-HA materials.  Macrophages are the primary cells 
associated with immune response and chronic inflammation. So materials that induce 
their response are thought to be unsuitable for screening new materials.1  Fibroblasts are 
the first cells to attach to implanted materials and are also the first cells present in wound 
healing.2  An ideal material would not induce macrophage activity and would not 
interfere with fibroblast activity. 
A biocompatible material is useless unless it can be fashioned into a functional, 
implantable device.  As stated in chapter one, the two most needed implant devices are 
for segmental defect repair and maxillofacial reconstruction.  For segmental bone defects, 
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one potential method to create a device would be to obtain a section of bone similar in 
size and shape to the defect and use previously outlined methods of organic material 
removal and polymerization.  If the defect were in the ulna, then a potential source could 
be bone from a cadaver or pig tibia.  This donor bone could easily be converted into a 
polymer-HA composite suitable for implantation.  For maxillofacial reconstruction, a 
similar process utilizing cadaver bone could be used. 
If donor bone is not available or is not desirable an alternative would be to make an 
injection molded device from a composite material derived from the polymerization 
initiated by powdered HA.  This material could be molded into any shape allowing 
greater flexibility of use for the surgeon.  Standard stock pieces could also be created and 
stored for later use.  These stock pieces could be machined on a lathe or mill into a 
multitude of shapes to fit the specific need. 
Experimental 
Chemicals:  Deuterated chloroform (CDCl3, 99.8% D from Sigma-Aldrich), deuterated 
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (C2D2Cl4, 99.5% D from Sigma-Aldrich), 1,4-dioxan-2-one 
(Dioxanone, DX, from Ethicon), ethylene diamine (99% from Sigma Aldrich), were used 
as purchased from the respective supplier.  L-lactide (from Purac) was sublimed at 90 °C 
and then transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box for further use. 
Preparation of samples:  Small polymer-HA discs were manufactured for cell culture 
studies in the following manner.  Biologically derived hydroxyapatite plugs were created 
using the extraction procedure set forth on page 47 in chapter 2 and the polymerization 
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method used for plugs on page 225 in chapter 6.  Polymerizations were carried out at 130 
°C for L-lactide or 100 °C for dioxanone.   
The polymerized bone plugs were sectioned with a parting tool into discs that were 
approximately 1.0 mm thick and 6.0 mm in diameter.  A Colchester-Clausing lathe was 
used for the sectioning.  The discs were then polished sequentially with 1200 grit wet 
sandpaper, 3 m alumina polishing powder, and then finally with 0.5 m alumina 
polishing powder.  This method produced discs with a smooth surface free of tooling 
imperfections.  The discs were then cleaned ultrasonically in a 50% methanol / 50% 
water solution to remove any residual polishing compound.  A representative SEM image 
of a PLLA/HA disc, where the HA is derived from a bovine femur, is shown in figure 
7.1.  Experienced observers might note that the macroscopic structure of the bovine 
cortical bone is largely conserved. 
An additional step was required to prepare polydioxanone (PDX) discs because it was 
necessary to remove the relatively large quantities of residual dioxanone monomer.  The 
discs were placed in a vacuum sublimator where the pressure was reduced to 
approximately 50 millitorr.  The temperature of the cold finger was set to 0 °C.  After 
seven days of sublimation at room temperature, 1H NMR spectroscopy showed no 
presence of residual monomer. (Figure 7.2) 
All cell culture studies were performed by Dr. Haiying Yu at the Orthopaedic Research 
Institute at Via Christi Hospital in Wichita, Kansas.  Biocompatibility of composite 
materials with respect to cell viability and related cellular functions was studied using the 
cell lines NIH/3T3 fibroblast and Raw 264.7 macrophage. Quantitative (MTT and Real  
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time-PCR) and qualitative (SEM) experiments were established to analyze the biological 
effects of the aforementioned composites to macrophage and fibroblast cells.  
Successful polymerization of both the rat femurs and rat skulls shows that this 
polymerization technology can be applied to more complex shapes that have direct 
medical applications.  Proof of concept prototype devices were manufactured by 
polymerizing rat femurs and skulls.  All organic matter was removed from the constituent 
bones to prepare them for sintering.  This was done using an extraction method similar to 
the one previously described.  One detached rat cranium was placed into a large Soxhlet 
extractor to extract the skull.  Five to seven femurs were extracted in a medium size 
Soxhlet extractor.  After all extractions were completed the skull and femurs were 
removed from the Soxhlet extractor and allowed to air dry for 24 hours before further 
processing.  Since the rats were juveniles, the skull plates were still discrete bones and 
needed to be treated with extreme care.  Any rigorous motion would cause the skull to 
lose structural integrity. 
The skull and femurs were sintered at 700 °C for 16 hours in air.  After the specimens 
were sintered they were transferred into a N2(g) atmosphere glove box for further 
processing.  Polymerizations of the skull and femurs were carried out in sealed glass 
tubes similar to those used in chapter six to create mechanical testing devices.  The skull 
was gently placed into a 35 mm inner diameter glass tube that was about 18 inches long.  
Roughly 65 g of L-lactide was placed into the tube with the skull.  This was far more 
monomer than was used in the mechanical testing device method, but was necessary to 
ensure that the skull was completely submerged in monomer.  The femurs were sealed in 
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15 mm inner diameter glass tubes with roughly 4 grams of L-lactide.  This is about 15 
times more L-lactide than would be needed if producing a bovine bone plug of equal 
mass.  This extra monomer was needed to ensure that the entire femur was submerged 
during the polymerization reaction.  Once the polymerization reactions were completed, 
the glass tubes were opened and the prototypes were removed for further analysis.  
Results and Discussion 
Preliminary cell culture results:  Results from the cell culture studies revealed that PLLA-
HA, and PCL-HA devices showed the most promise. (Figure 7.3 and 7.4)  Each had a 
low immunologic response when tested with RAW 264.7 macrophages.  In comparison to 
a polystyrene control, there was no increase in expression of the inflammation associated 
gene interleukin-1  (IL-1 ) and tumor necrosis factor- (TNF-) as determined by 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). (Figure 7.5)  Additionally, there was no decrease in 
succinate dehydrogenase activity as tested in the MTT Assay.3 (Figure 7.6)  Succinate 
dehydrogenase is a mitochondrial enzyme involved in the citric acid and the electron 
transport chain.  Its activity is often used as an indicator for cell viability.4-7   
These results show that PLLA and PCL composites are good materials for cell growth 
and do not inhibit cell function.  The PDX discs showed no cell growth of either 
macrophages or fibroblasts.  Due to the poor cell viability with PDX, IL-1  and TNF- 
were not tested.  
Prototype device construction:  Successful polymerization of both the rat femurs and rat 
skulls shows that this polymerization technology can be applied to more complex shapes 
that have direct medical applications. (Figure 7.7 through 7.12)  The process for  
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   Figure 7.5.  Expression of IL-1β and TNF-α in Raw 264.7 cells in response to cell 
seeding on various polymer-anorganic bone (AB) composites and a PS control 
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Figure 7.6.  MTT assay results for various polymer-HA composites and a PS control 
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Figure 7.11.  Composite SEM image of the polymerized rat skull, note the retention of 
surface morphology in the bone structure 
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polymerizing a rat femur could easily be scaled up to use larger mammalian bones with 
dimensions similar to human bone.  These could then be used to repair segmental defects 
in the limbs.  The same procedures could also be applied to smaller bones such as the 
metacarpals or phalanges, where one might speculate that the entire bone could be 
replaced. 
Finally, the culmination of my thesis research in constructing these prototype devices 
lends credence to the exciting possibility that traumatic injuries of the face and skull can 
be repaired using this technology to reconstitute cranial-facial bones from donors. Since 
the processes described in this thesis render the bone immunologically mundane, the need 
for donor screening could be greatly reduced, or possibly eliminated.  The most common 
current therapy involves attempts to rebuild the shattered facial bones by implanting 
metal wires that hold remaining fragments, if they exist, in place.8, 9  These wires are not 
removed and remain in the patient.  Use of resorbable PLLA-HA composites such as the 
ones described in my thesis could eliminate the need for the wire reinforcements, and 
provide an important new alternative for repairing highly fragmented trauma or large 
defects in complex craniofacial and maxillofacial structures in military and civilian 
segments of our society. 
The preferred material formulations from which a device may be constructed are 
presently uncertain.  Common resorbable polymers offer a combination of attractions and 
draw backs.  PLLA and PGA are used frequently in orthopaedic devices.  By far, PLLA 
is the most commonly used synthetic resorbable polymer.  It is approved by the FDA for 
use in a variety of applications; it is relatively inexpensive but suffers from long 
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resorption times.  A recent study using PLLA implants in the rabbit model showed that 
PLLA remained even after 69 months in vivo.10    PGA can resorb at rates up to an order 
of magnitude greater than PLLA, but the monomer is much more costly, and the polymer 
is intractable in common solvents, making it difficult to process. PCL exhibits resorption 
properties that are more attractive than PLLA, with resorption times of roughly two 
years, but its physical properties (specifically compressive strength and tensile strength) 
make it undesirable for some load bearing applications implants.11  Polydioxanone is 
currently used in resorbable sutures because of its quick resorption rate but recent studies 
involving rats show that prolonged exposure to the monomer, as would happen during 
implant degradation, adversely affects the kidneys and brain.12  Polycaprolactam does 
exhibit superior physical properties, but its resorption times are deleteriously long due to 
its polyamide nature.  Amides are far less susceptible to hydrolysis than the analogous 
esters. 
No matter what the preferred materials for various applications prove to be, additional in 
vitro cell testing will be needed to screen possible candidates.  Initial studies will be done 
without the purposeful addition of adjuvants such as TGFand growth factors such as 
BMP-2, which are known to induce differentiation of osteoprogenitor cells to osteoblasts 
through a complex sequence of coupled events that are believed to involve biomechanical 
feedback loops that are not well understood.  It should also be noted that there are a 
variety of means by which cell adhesion and proliferation might be improved on my 
materials.  For example, Yang, et al. recently provided some compelling examples in 
which RGD peptides and fibronectin modifications of PLLA films “…to promote human 
osteoprogenitor adhesion, spreading, growth, and differentiation.”13  At the time of this 
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writing, two other graduate students and a postdoc in my present research group are 
engaging in collaborative efforts to measure osteoclast and osteoblast cell activity.  Thin 
sections of polymerized bone will be cultured with bone marrow-derived stem cells using 
conditions designed to enhance osteoclastogenesis.  Osteoclasts will be examined for cell 
activation status, and the composites will be examined for degradation using image 
analysis of culture microphotographs, histological evaluation using trichrome staining, 
and assays of bone and polymer breakdown products, including calcium release into the 
tissue culture medium.  All of this work will be performed in collaboration with Professor 
Paul Wooley’s group at Via Christi Hospital in Wichita, KS.  Dr. Wooley is the Research 
Director of the Orthopaedic Research Institute, which is located at Via Christi. 
Materials that appear to perform well in cell culture screenings will be subjected to 
additional biocompatibility assessments using the murine air pouch model developed by 
our collaborators.14  These experiments will use a mouse osteolysis model.  The model 
has the advantage of exposing biomaterials to a pre-existing inflammatory condition, 
resembling conditions that exist during normal wound healing, but, more pertinently, the 
inflammation consequential to severe trauma encountered in military injuries.  In short, 
male BALB/c mice will be injection subcutaneously with 2.5 mL air to establish and air 
pouch.  Six days later, a sterile saline solution will be introduced to fill the pouch, 
followed two days later by the composite of interest.  Mice will be sacrificed 14 days 
after composite implantation, and the pouch fluid will be collected for evaluation.  
Histology and immunohistochemical evaluations using image analysis will determine the 
tissue inflammation status and implanted bone matrix morphology.  Pathology analysis of 
the cell morphology and the relationship to the interface between inflammatory tissue and 
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implanted bone tissue will be conducted.  Microcomputerized tomography (MicroCT) 
imaging analysis will be used to measure bone density, bone volume fraction, and bone 
structure of the implanted bones using Microview software provided by the manufacturer.  
The final step in this phase of the research will be to use the data from the 
biocompatibility screening studies, coupled with the mechanical characterizations 
described in this thesis, to select materials to repair and segmental bone defect introduced 
in the femur of a 200 – 250 g male Lewis rat.  A section of bone from a donor rat will be 
processed using our preferred conditions and the resulting processed bone will be 
implanted into a defect in the recipient.  The performance of the implant will be 
characterized through a variety of means including histological, immunohistological, and 
biomechanical assessments. 
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